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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 1: Welcome to Music

Focus: "High and Low": Students enter room marching as teacher plays "high" and
"low" drums. Students are instructed to march "high" (as tall as they can get) for the high
drums, and "low" (as short as they can get) for the low drum. Teacher beats patterns of
16 beats; then 8 beats; then four beats.

"Slow and Fast": To the teacher's steady drumbeat, students will step out quarter notes
and eighth notes. Students will step twice as fast with small quick steps for the eighth
notes.

Greeting: "Hello, boys and girls." (S-M-ss-M)
Teacher has the students answer, "Hello, M__. ______" (s-s-m-m-S-M)

Solfege Study: The story of the Scale Building:
"Once upon a time there was a tall building. It was 8 stories high! It had an apartment
on every floor. How many of you live in an apartment?

"Since the building was new, no one had moved in yet. But on the opening day, two
families decided they wanted to live there. They had very strange names. One family
was the "So" family, and they moved into the apartment on the fifth floor. The other
family was the "Mi" family, and they liked the apartment on the third floor.

"'So' and 'Mi' are actually notes of the scale. Which one is the fifth note of the scale?
Which one is the third note of the scale?"

"Can you find 'So' and 'Mi' on our beautiful carpet?"

Students will identify 'So' and 'Mi' and hop the solfege hopscotch on Dr. Patti's 
Marvelous Music Carpet. Class sings only the descending notes "So-Mi" as each 
student takes a turn hopping on the carpet. Then the students will line up in the opposite 
direction and hopscotch while class sings only the notes "Mi-So." Then they find their 
seats.

Teacher will sing and handsign various 4-beat patterns using So and Mi. Students will
mimic the So and Mi handsigns as teacher hand signs.

Focus Song: "Welcome to Music, " Reed Hoke
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Instruments/Keyboards: On cardboard keyboards, students find "So" and "Mi" with
teacher's help. Students point to the correct note while singing it. When a student
points to all of the notes correctly, he may play it on an Orff instrument or other
keyboard instrument.

Creativity: Students will compose a So Mi, Mi So melody using the phrase, "My name
is _______________________." inserting their own name.

Performance:
Intro: 2 measures of accompaniment
A Students sing the song.
Interlude: 4 students sing their "song": "My name is...."
B Chosen student(s) play the song on Orff instruments or piano, while the other students
move/dance creatively.
Interlude: 4 more students sing their "song": "My name is...."
C Students sing while some play.
Coda: 2 measures of accompaniment, followed by a single note, D.

Sing the song again until everyone has a chance to sing his/her "solo."

Procedure: Teacher sings the song, one measure at a time. Students echo.
Students will mimic the So and Mi handsigns as teacher hand signs and sings the song.
Students will view the song written out in solfege and practice singing the solfege.

Teacher asks which line (s)he is singing from the lines projected.

Teacher instructs a student to "step out" the melody of the song, one measure at a time,
on the solfege hopscotch on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet. Students sing one
measure; then a selected student "steps out" the song on the keyboard on Dr. Patti's
Marvelous Music Carpet. Continue until several students have participated, and the
song is finished.

Movement: Students will sing the song with solfege, standing up on So and squatting on
Mi. Students perform at several tempi, faster and slower.

Accompaniment: Teacher leads all students in patsching with both hands, fingertips to
knees, alternately, left-right, left-right. Then teacher has students "play" the bordun
accompaniment on the cardboard keyboards with their fingers or pencils or mallets.
The teacher selects student(s) "playing" the bordun correctly and in rhythm to play on
the Orff instruments. The teacher may have to help student(s) play the broken bordun
accompaniment on Orff instruments. (Teacher may stand behind the student and play
the accompaniment with his/her hands over the hands of the student on the mallets.)
The biggest challenge will be for the student to keep the beat steady.
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Closing: Students keep a steady beat by tapping fingertips on knees. Teacher sings:
"What did you learn today"? (S mm ss M) 
Students respond, "Here's what I learned today." (S mm ss M)
Then four students at a time will respond around the circle. Teacher sings again, 
four more students respond, etc.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 2: Hey, Hey, Look at Me!

Focus: "High and Low": Students enter room marching as teacher plays "high" and
"low" drums. Students are instructed to march "high" (as tall as they can get) for the high
drums, and "low" (as short as they can get) for the low drum. Teacher beats patterns of
16 beats; then 8 beats; then four beats.

Teacher plays a recording of Tchaikovsky's "Dance of the Reed Pipes" from the
Nutcracker. Students dance creatively. They dance "high" when high instruments--flutes
and piccolos--are playing. They dance "low" when the lower instruments are playing.

Teacher plays on recorder or keyboard instrument low notes and high notes. Students
show with their bodies which the teacher is playing.

Teacher sings 4-beat patterns of So and Mi. Students echo with handsigns.
Teacher plays 4-beat patterns using So and Mi. Students show "high" and "low" with
their bodies.

Greeting: "Hello, boys and girls." (S-M-ss-M)
Teacher has the students answer, "Hello, M__. ______" (s-s-m-m-S-M)

Solfege Study: Students will hop the solfege hopscotch on Dr. Patti's Marvelous
Music Carpet, while the class sings only the descending notes "So-Mi." Then the
students will line up in the opposite direction and hopscotch while class sings only the
notes "Mi-So." Then they find their seats.

Teacher will sing and handsign various 4-beat patterns using So and Mi. Students will
mimic the So and Mi handsigns as teacher hand signs.

Focus Song: "Hey, Hey, Look at Me!"
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Instruments/Keyboards: On cardboard keyboards, students find "So" and "Mi" with
teacher's help. Students point to the correct note while singing it. When a student
points to all of the notes correctly, he may play it on an Orff instrument or other
keyboard instrument.

Creativity: Students add their own ideas to include in the song, "... I am <action> you
can see." They also decide what movement will be shown in the second phrase.

Performance:
Students perform the song as written, adding creative movement if desired.

Procedure: Teacher sings the song, one measure at a time. Students echo.
Students will mimic the So and Mi handsigns as teacher hand signs and sings the song.
Students will view the song written out in solfege and practice singing the solfege.

Teacher asks which line (s)he is singing from the lines projected.

Teacher instructs a student to "step out" the melody of the song, one measure at a time,
on the solfege hopscotch on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet. Students sing one
measure; then a selected student "steps out" the song on the keyboard on Dr. Patti's
Marvelous Music Carpet. Continue until several students have participated, and the
song is finished.

Movement: Students will sing the song with solfege, standing up on So and squatting on
Mi. Students perform at several tempi, faster and slower.

Closing: Students keep a steady beat by tapping fingertips on knees. Teacher sings:
"What did you learn today"? (S mm ss M) 
Students respond, "Here's what I learned today." (S mm ss M)
Then four students at a time will respond around the circle. Teacher sings again, 
four more students respond, etc.
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Music Magic--First Grade 
Lesson 3:  Patriot Day

Focus: Students will enter marching around the outside of Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music
Carpet with a steady beat to John Philip Sousa's "Stars and Stripes Forever." 
Suggested performance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5bcpjUjLpU
This is a performance with the US Army Field Band, and a chorus performs the trio. 
The lyrics, as follows, were written by Sousa himself.

Teacher introduces the instruments that are featured in the performance: Trombones in
the bridge and piccolo in the first and third trios. Teacher shows them pictures and asks
students to discuss the differences in how they look. Then teacher asks them to describe
the differences in how they sound. Which is high? Which is low?

The bigger the instrument, the lower the sound. 
The smaller the instrument, the higher the sound.

Teacher instructs the students that the trombone is in the brass family because it is made
out of brass and makes sound by buzzing one's lips in a cup-shaped mouthpiece.
(Teacher demonstrates the "buzz.")

Teacher discusses the piccolo, a woodwind instrument, because they used to be made of
wood, and they are played with "wind" (blowing). Teacher demonstrates.

Teacher asks students about the choral voices on the first and third trios.
Are they adult voices or children's voices? Answer: Adult ("grown-up")
Are they high voices or low voices? Answer: Both
Are they men's voices or women's voices? Answer: Both
Which is lower, men's voices or women's voices? Answer: Men's
Why? Answer: Because men's vocal instrument (larynx) is bigger.
The bigger the instrument, the lower the sound.

Teacher plays the recording again and helps the students sing with the choir on the trios.

Greeting: "Hello, boys and girls." (S-M-ss-M)
Teacher has the students answer, "Hello, M__. ______" (s-s-m-m-S-M)

Hurrah for the flag of the free!
May it wave as our standard forever,
The gem of the land and the sea,
The banner of the right.
Let despots remember the day
When our fathers with mighty endeavor
Proclaimed as they marched to the fray
That by their might and by their right
It waves forever.
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Procedure: Teacher says the words. Students echo.
Students determine the rhythm of the first and third measures. (Half notes have 
not been taught yet.)

Students sing the song with accompaniment two times through with 2 measures
accompaniment before the song and between repetitions.

Patriotic song: "America"

Procedure: Teacher will instruct students to spread out in the room, standing. Start with
just counting out loud, "1, 2, 3." repeatedly. Add a patsch, clap, clap to the counts.
(Triple meter).

Teacher will sing or play recording and instruct student to continue the "1, 2, 3" pattern.

Next, the teacher will model stepping in place on 1, students will practice this without
music, once secure, step on 1 with music. Next pair the students up, have them sitting a
little bit apart, facing each other, give each pair 1 racquetball, while counting "1, 2, 3"
instruct students to roll the ball to their partner on 1, once secure, roll on 1 to the music.

Teacher shows the song to the class. Teacher reads words out loud; students echo, one
line at a time. Students point out rhyming words.

Students echo sing, 2 measure phrases at a time.

Closing: Students line up and exit to "Stars and Stripes Forever" waving puppet flags to 
the beat.



To make flag puppets, attach tongue depressors to this side of flag.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 4--Where Are You Going?

Focus: Students will enter marching around the room to teacher's drumbeat. One student
will lead; the others will follow. When teacher says "change," the leader taps someone 
else on the shoulder who becomes the next leader. Students will march to the steady 
beat. They will march "high" or "low" depending upon which drum teacher is playing.

Students are instructed to find "their own space." (This means that they sit in a spot in
which no one is within an arm's length.) Teacher instructs students to close their eyes,
hands in lap and "rock" (nonlocomotor) to the steady beat. Teacher plays a recording of
"Erev Shel Shoshanim," ("Evening of Roses") Israeli folk song--or another gentle song.
Recommended: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_Mo6hQKZ9o
Students rock gently to the steady beat.

Greeting: "Hello, boys and girls." (S-M-ss-M)
Teacher has the students answer, "Hello, M__. ______" (s-s-m-m-S-M)

Focus song: "Where Are You Going"?

4. Where are you going, my friend, Mattie?
I am going to Cincinnati....

5. Where are you going, my friend, Skippy?
I am going to Mississippi...

2. Where are you going, my friend, Jana?
I am going to Louisiana...

3. Where are you going, my friend, Mona?
I am going to Arizona...

Other possibilitities--or help the students come up with their own rhymes with their own
names.
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Procedure: Teacher says the words of the first measure. Students echo.
Teacher instructs students to "Put the words in your hands." Which means they silently
tap the rhythm of the words in their palms with two fingers.

Teacher introduces "ti-ti" and "ta."

Teacher points to the rhythm of the first line and asks students, "Can you read this
with me?" Then, "Is this rhythm the same as the words that you just tapped in your
hands?" Teacher continues with the second measure. Teacher asks students to read
both measures while tapping in their hands.

Teacher asks who can read the third measure, and the fourth.
Teacher asks if there are any measures that are the same. Measures 2, 4, 6, 8 are 
exactly the same rhythmically, as are measures 1 and 5, and 3 and 7.

Teacher sings some rhythmic patterns using "So" and "Mi." Students echo, using
handsigns. Teacher signs some "So-Mi" patterns (4 beats only) and asks who can
sing what (s)he has signed.

Teacher leads students in singing the solfege of the song with handsigns.
Students read each line with the teacher on solfege.

Teacher sings each line with words; students echo.
Teacher sings two lines with words; students echo.
Teacher sings the whole song with words; students echo.

Students sing the song with accompaniment two times through with 2 measures
accompaniment before the song and between repetitions.

Performance:
Song is sung as a call and response. One person is "Dinah." (Or "Skippy," etc.)
Class sings: "Where are you going, my friend, Dinah?"
"Dinah" sings: "I am going to North Car'lina."
Class sings: "Who do you want to go with you?"
"Dinah" sings: "I want <Johnny> to go there, too."

Movement/game: Students sit in circle. "Dinah" is walking around with a steady beat on
the outside of the circle. Class sings; "Dinah" answers. When "Dinah" says, "I want
<Johnny> to go with me," (s)he taps that student on the shoulder. The new student
becomes "Dinah" (or "Skippy," etc.)

The two now hold hands and walk around the outside of the circle to a steady beat. The
class sings again. The new "Dinah" answers and picks another student, etc. Game
continues as long as the teacher desires--until a certain number are circling, or until they
all are.
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Closing: Teacher uses the song to line the students up. To make it go faster, everyone
who is picked chooses another student on every repetition of the song, not just the one
newly picked. In other words, the original "Dinah" will pick another student every time,
not just the first time, and so forth with the rest of the "chosen."

Creativity--Teacher shows students "So-Mi" on the treble clef staff on Dr. Patti's Marvelous
Music Carpet. Teacher calls several students to the staff. Teacher calls for volunteers
to spontaneously create patterns of "So-Mi" vocally. Then the students on the staff will
step out what the volunteers have sung. Volunteers evaluate whether or not their "songs"
were correctly represented.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 5: "Cuckoo, Where Are You?"

Focus, "Loud and soft": Students enter room to Edvard Grieg's "Storm" from Peer Gynt
Suite. Students move creatively to the piece in their own spaces, showing loud--large
movements--and soft--small movements--with their bodies.

Greeting: "Hello, boys and girls." (S-M-ss-M)
Teacher has the students answer, "Hello, M__. ______" (s-s-m-m-S-M)

Rhythm: Teacher scatters large paper cut-out leaves on the floor with rhythms written on
the back of them. “Ooh. It looks like the storm caused lots of leaves to fall.” Students
are instructed, 2 at a time, to go pick up a leaf and sit down in a row in front of the class
holding up their leaves for the class to see and read and tap/clap.

Focus Song: "Cuckoo, Where Are You?"

Procedure: Teacher will find one leaf with "ta-ta-titi-ta" and one with "ta-ta-ta-ta."
Teacher explains that the first rhythm is the "question" and the second is the "answer."
--Teacher speaks the question, students speak the answer.
--Teacher taps the question, students tap the answer.
--Half the class speaks the question, the other half speaks the answer, then flip flop.
--Half the class taps the question, the other half taps the answer, then flip flop.

Teacher calls on one student to speak the question and class speaks the answer and
repeats with several students.

Teacher speaks the words and asks students which leaf rhythms fit which part of the
words. Students will identify the question and answer.
Teacher chooses several students, one at a time to sing the question while the rest sing
the answer.

Solfege practice: Teacher sings each line; students echo.
Teacher "writes" the song on the treble clef staff with students standing on the lines or
spaces as notes. Students sing as teacher taps them on the head.
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Movement/Game: Teacher instructs students to sit in a circle. Teacher selects one
student to be “it.” “It” stands in the middle of the circle and is blindfolded. Teacher 
taps the head of one student in the circle, this student will sing the “answer” when “It” 
sings the “question.” The blindfolded student will then attempt to find the student 
singing the “answer” by sound and tap him/her on the head. When the person singing 
the “answer” is found by “It,” that person then becomes “It,” and takes over the place 
inside the circle, blindfolded.

Performance:
"It" sings the first phrase.
The selected "cuckoo" answers.
Interlude--2 measures of accompaniment while "it" searches.
Repeat.

Closing: Students sing the song around the circle. First student sings the "question," to
his neighbor; the neighbor "answers." Then they both line up. Continue around the
circle until all are lined up.
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Music Magic--First Grade Lesson 
Lesson 6: "Rain, Rain, Go Away"

Focus: Students will enter with recording of Saint-Saens' "The Cuckoo" from Carnival of
the Animals playing, stepping to the beat and following teacher's lead who will pause in
place for each "cuckoo."

Second listening: Students sit in a circle and listen to the recording again, trying to count
how many beats between "cuckoo's," and sing "Cuckoo" with the clarinet, woodwind
instrument.

Play "Cuckoo, Where Are You?" game.

Rhythm: Teacher plays the recording of Grieg's "The Storm" while scattering large cut-out
clouds on the floor with rhythms written on the back of them. Students move creatively
to the "loud" and "soft" in their own spaces.

Teacher picks 4 students to pick up a cloud, all students will read and tap the rhythms 
(fingertips on thighs) in different arrangements.
Option 1: Play on percussion instruments.
Option 2: Creative body percussion such as clicking the tongue, coughing, laughing,

making kissing noises, etc.

Procedure: Teacher chants, "Rain, rain, go away," and instructs the class to "Put the
words in your hand." Students tap the rhythm in the palms of their hands with two
fingers. Teacher calls on a student to find the matching rhythm in the clouds. The class
verifies. If incorrect, teacher will pick another student.

Teacher chants, "Come again some other day," instructs students to "Put the words in
your hands," and calls on another student to find the matching rhythm.

Teacher signs,"Rain, rain, go away,"(S-M-ss-M). Students "echo" the handsigns, 
and then they sing while signing.

Solfege practice/audiation: Teacher signs a four-beat pattern with So and Mi. Students
copy and sing the pattern. Teacher asks students to step out the patterns (s)he signs on
the solfege hopscotch on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet while singing.

Focus song: "Rain, Rain, Go Away"
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Performance:
Introduction: 2 measures accompaniment
A Students sing the song softly.
B "Rainstorm," which grows louder and louder, completely with "thunder" and
"lightning. Just when it is "raining" the hardest...
C ...selected students do a "rain dance," while singing and while the song is played 
on xylophones or other keyboards.
B "Rainstorm" continues, which, this times grows softer and softer until it is gone. 
A Students sing the song softly.

Closing: A final "rainstorm," students line up as the teacher "erases" the final raindrops
around the circle.

Teacher signs "Come again some other day." (ss-mm-ss-M) Students echo the signs
and then sing the notes.

Teacher signs both phrases and students echo the whole song together.

Procedure:
Teacher asks student(s) volunteer to demonstrate the song on the piano keyboard on

Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet while singing the solfege. Teacher instructs students
to "play" the song on cardboard keyboards. Teacher assigns students to play the song on
glockenspiels and soprano Orff instruments.

Teacher assigns student(s) to play bordun accompaniment on xylophones or piano 
as class sings 2 times through.

Creative accompaniment: Teacher: “With all of these clouds, it looks like we might get
some rain! Oh, I think it is coming now!” Teacher rubs palms together and instructs 
students to do the same. “Oh, it is only a gentle rain. Nothing to worry about.” 
Teacher starts snapping and instructs students to do the same. “It sounds like it is starting 
to rain harder!” Teacher pats thighs and instructs students to do the same. “Oh, my! It is 
raining cats and dogs now!” Teacher pats faster and louder. Teacher hands drum and 
cymbals to selected students to create “thunder and lightening.”
Teacher begins snapping again. “Wait! It sounds like it might be letting up.”
“Thunder and lightning” get softer and stop. Teacher begins rubbing palms together 
again. “Yes, it is going away now.”
Teacher allows “rain” to fade away into silence by rubbing palms together gradually 
more slowly and gently.“Whew! That was a big rainstorm! I hope you didn’t get wet!
We wouldn’t want you to catch cold!” (Sneezes and allows students to sneeze as well.)

Creative movement: Students improvise a "rain dance" while they sing the song, and the
Orff instruments play it, two times through.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 7: High and Low

Focus: Students enter as teacher plays high and low drum beats in 4 beat patterns.
Students demonstrate "high" and "low" as they march to the beat.

Students march to the steady beat. Teacher emphasizes the term.
Teacher then taps out rhythmic patterns on a drum. Students echo.
Teacher asks if the rhythms are steady or not. They are not steady, because they
change.
Teacher describes the difference between steady beat and rhythmic patterns.

Teacher plays 4 beats of patterns, some representing the steady beat, and some with
various rhythmic patterns of eighth notes and quarter notes. Students put the rhythm
"in their hands," tapping them into their palms with two fingers. Students identify the
patterns as steady beat or rhythmic patterns. If it is a steady beat, students echo with
"Beat, beat, beat, beat." If it is a rhythmic pattern, students echo with "Ti-ti" and "Ta"
according to the pattern the teacher plays. Students are asked to demonstrate their
understanding of the difference between "steady beat" and "rhythm" by offering
examples for the class, to which the class will respond "Beat, beat, beat, beat," or with
the rhythmic syllables of the pattern.

Teacher sings greeting,"Hello, boys and girls." (S-M-ss-M) with handsigns.
Students answer with same pitches and handsigns.

Teacher asks student to verbalize previous learning.

Teacher assigns student(s) accompanist and class sings "Rain, Rain" as in Lesson 5.

Listening: Teacher plays a recording of Saint-Saëns' "Characters With Long Ears" from
The Carnival of the Animals. Teacher instructs students to respond physically to the
"highs" and "lows."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lY8_G8cYi_Y

Musical instrument/family: Teacher introduces the violin, the highest member of the
string family. Students listen to Bach: Partita No.3 in E Major, BWV 1006: I.Preludio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKFhsMM8KkI
Students move creatively to the music

Questions: What instrument is playing? Violin
What family is this instrument in? String family
Is the piece high or low? Both
Is the piece fast (allegro) or slow (largo)? Fast; allegro

Listening: Teacher plays recording of “The Elephant” from Saint-Saëns’ The Carnival of   
 the  Animals. Teacher asks students if the instrument playing sounds higher or  

   lower than the violin. Teacher introduces the double bass, the lowest member of 
   the string family.
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Creative movement: Teacher tells students the name of the piece, "The Elephant."
Teacher asks students to describe how an elephant moves. Teacher then instructs
the students to do a creative "elephant dance" as they listen again to the piece.

Closing: Teacher asks, “What instruments did we explore in music class today?”
Teacher instructs students to go home and teach their parents what they learned in music
class today. Students line up doing their "elephant dance" to the music of “The Elephant.”

Questions: What instrument is playing? Double bass (or string bass)
What family is this instrument in? String family
Is the piece high or low? Low
Is the piece fast (allegro) or slow (largo)? Slow
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 8: "Two, Four, Six, Eight"

Focus: Students enter to Saint-Saens' "The Elephant" from The Carnival of the Animals
 and do an "elephant dance" before finding their own spaces.
Question: What instrument is featured in "The Elephant"? Violin or double bass? 
Question: What family is it in? String

Teacher instructs student to sit with eyes closed and listen to "Erev Shel Shoshanim,"
("Evening of Roses") Israeli folk song--or another gentle song. Students rock gently to
the steady beat (non-locomotor).
Recommended: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_Mo6hQKZ9o
(If this YouTube link is available, ask the students if they can identify the instruments
that are playing.)

Prior learning: "Cuckoo, Where Are You?"
Students sing song and play game as before.

Teacher shows the students "So" and "Mi" on keyboard on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music
Carpet (Key of C). Teacher steps out the first measure of "Cuckoo." "S M ss M"
Students sing what teacher steps. Teacher steps out the second line: "S M S M."
Students sing.

Teacher instructs students to "play" "Cuckoo" on cardboard keyboards, pointing at the
notes with their fingers. When they have shown that they understand, teacher divides
the class and assigns half of the class to the lower Orff instruments (bass and alto
metallophones and xylophones) and half to the higher Orff instrumentss (soprano
instruments and all glocks).

Students sit in two lines facing each other. The first person on the "low" side plays the
question: "Cuckoo, where are you?" (S M ss M) The first person on the "high" side
plays the answer: "Cuckoo, cuckoo." (S M S M) Then the second person on the "low"
side plays the question, and the second person on the "high" side answers, and so forth
until everyone has had a chance to play. Accompaniment is continuous while the "soli"
are performing.

New song: "Two, four, six, eight."

(Cross curricular--10 students stand in a line holding numbers 1-10. Students count to
ten and each of the 10 holds up his card while they count. Second time, every other
student--1, 3, 5, 7, and 9--turn his cards around rather than holding them up, and students
count only the cards that are remaining. Repeat. When students are comfortable with
counting by twos, teacher asks them to count by twos backwards, from 10 down, using
numbers held by the students and/or posted on the wall.)
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Questions: What instrument is playing? Double bass (or string bass)
What family is this instrument in? String family
Is the piece high or low? Low
Is the piece fast (allegro) or slow (largo)? Slow

1.
2.

Procedure:
Rhythm--
Teacher passes out rhythm cards (quarter and eighth notes only).
Teacher says the words of the first measure and instructs students to "put the
words in their hands." Students tap the words in their palms with two fingers.
Teacher asks: "Who can write this rhythm with the rhythm cards?"
Students write with the rhythm cards.,

Teacher continues with the third measure.
For the third measure, teacher asks, "Have we seen this rhythm before?"
Answer: It is the same as the first measure.
Teacher: We always call the first phrase of the song "A." If any other phrases are like
the first phrase, we are going to call them "A" also. So what are we going to call the
third phrase?
Answer: A
Teacher: Now look at the second measure. Is it the same or different from the first and
the third?
Answer: Different
Teacher: Since it is different, what shall we call it? Shall we call it "A"?
Answer: No
Teacher: Why not?
Answer: Because it is different.
Teacher: What shall we call it? What letter comes after "A"?
Answer: B

Teacher addresses the last "phrase" in the same way, then asks:
Now what is the form of our song? Teacher reads out loud with the students: "ABAB"

Solfege--Teacher signs the first measure: "S M S M," and asks if anyone can sing it.
Volunteer(s) sing.
Teacher asks: "Who can sing the second phrase?" Volunteer(s) sing.
Teacher says: "Now let's all sing the first two measures." Students sing.
Teacher asks: "Are the third and fourth measures like the first two?" Answer: Yes.
"Then can you sing them?" Answer: Yes. Students sing the last two measures.
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Closing: Teacher instructs students to turn and sing to a neighbor what they learned in
music class today, using "So" and "Mi."

Keyboard instruments: Teacher instructs students to "play" the song on cardboard
xylophones with fingers or pencils. (Key of C) Using the keyboard on Dr. Patti's
Marvelous Music Carpet, teacher reminds students how to find "So" and "Mi" on a
xylophone keyboard.

Teacher instructs students to sing the first measure, and then to play it on their cardboard
xylophones. Teacher does the same with the rest of the song. When students "perform"
the song correctly on the cardboard xylophones, they may play it on Orff instruments.

Performance:
Introduction: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing song (first verse)
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
B Play song on Orff instruments
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing song (second verse)
Coda: 2 measures accompaniment

Movement/dance: "Pass the Beat"
Standing in a circle, first student (as decided by teacher) taps both fists on top of the fists
of the student to his/her left, "hammer" style. That student in turn "passes the beat" to
the next student, and so forth around the circle. First student starts a new series every
four beats, that students "pass the beat" every four beats.

Creative movement: Students will work in teams and create their own rhythmic
movement for the song.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 9: Columbus Day

Focus: Students enter as teacher plays high and low drum. Teacher is chanting, "Niña,
Pinta, Santa Maria." (ta ta ta ta | ta ti-ti ta ta) Teacher places expression cards on the
floor face down. Teacher asks one student to pick up and turn over a card. Students
perform the chant according to what is written on the card:

--High (In a high voice)
--Low (In a low voice)
--Loud
--Soft
--Fast (allegro)
--Slow (largo)

Teacher shows the students the two measures of rhythms of the chant and asks which
measure represents the steady beat. ("Nina, Pinta")

Teacher asks: "What were the Niña, Pinta, and Santa Maria?" Hopefully one student
will answer, "Columbus's ships." If not, teacher answers. Teacher then asks, "Who
was Columbus?" The explorer that discovered the "New World," the Americas.

Holdiay/seasonal song: "Sail, sail, Columbus"

Rhythmic ostinato accompaniment: Students use the rhythm of the introductory chant
on percussion and play it on hand drums: "Niña, Pinta, Santa Maria."

(ta ta ta ta | ta ti-ti ta ta)
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Procedure: Teacher speaks the words of the first measure and instructs students to "put
them in your hands." Teacher asks if a student can identify the rhythm of the first
measure. Teacher repeats the procedure for the second measure.

Then the teacher instructs the students to look at the song and see if the rhythm of any
of the lines are the same. Answer: The second line (2 measures) is the same as the first
line.

Teacher: "We are going to call the first line 'A.' Because the second line is exactly the
same, we are going to call it 'A' also."
Teacher instructs the students to look at the third line. Is it exactly the same as the first
two?
Answer: No, it is not.
Teacher: How is it different?
Answer: The first measure is the same, but the second one is different.
Teacher: Because it is different, we are going to call it "B." Now look at the last line.
Is it the same as the line above it?
Answer: No, it is not.
Teacher: Is it the same as the first and second lines?
Answer: Yes, it is.
Teacher: The form of our song is (pointing to each line) A A B A.

Teacher asks for volunteer to read the first measure, first reading the rhythm; then using
solfege. Then another volunteer for the second.
Teacher instructs the whole class to sing the first line on solfege. Then the second.
Then the fourth. (They are all the same.)
Then teacher asks for a volunteer to sing the third line.

Teacher sings each line (words) and instructs students to echo, one measure at a time;
then one line at a time. Finally, teacher instructs students to sing the whole song.

Performance:
Introduction: 2 measures of accompaniment
A Sing the whole song
B Teacher (or a reading student) reads one couplet of the poem while accompaniment

continues: In fourteen hundred ninety-two
Columbus sailed the ocean blue.

C Sing the last line, "Sail, sail, Columbus, far across the sea."
B Second line of the poem:

He had three ships and sailed from Spain.
He sailed in sunshine and in rain.

C Sing "Sail, sail, Columbus, far across the sea."
Continue with as much of the poem as desired.

A Finish with a full reprise of the song, with some students playing the melody on
Orff Instruments.

This would be a good selection for a program or performance.
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In 1492
Author unknown

Additional words by Patti DeWitt

In fourteen hundred ninety-two
Columbus sailed the ocean blue.

He had three ships and left from Spain;
He sailed through sunshine, wind and rain.

He sailed by night; he sailed by day;
He used the stars to find his way.

Although it wasn't what he planned,
Columbus found a bright, new land.

And to the New World led the way.
That's why we honor him today.

.Closing: Students line up chanting, "Niña, Pinta, Santa Maria."
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 10: "Halloween"

Focus: Students listen to Grieg's "March of the Trolls,"orchestral version.
Students are instructed to move creatively (and spookily) to the beat of the music,
expressing piano and forte as they dance.

Second listening:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Cd3Mt2SDCw
Orchestration for this version. These instruments are featured.
A: ( ) Flute
A': ( ) Low Brass
B: ( ) Violin; clarinet
B': (Higher key) Woodwind choir; oboe
Students "dance" their piano and forte puppets to the steady beat to indicate where the
music is loud and where it is soft.

Teacher asks: How did that music feel to you?
Teacher tells the "story" of the music, from projected pictures.

Greeting: Teacher sings the greeting in a "spooky" voice: "Hello, boys and girls."
Students answer in their "spooky" voices: "Hello, Mr./Ms. _______________" with
handsigns. (S-M-ss-M)

Rhythmic Reading, Poem: "Five Little Pumpkins"

Five little pumpkins sitting on a gate,
First one said, "Oh my, it's getting late!"
Second one said, "There are bats in the air!"
Third one said, "Oh, we don't care."
Fourth one said, "It's just Halloween fun."
Fifth one said, "Let's run! Let's run!"
"Oooooohh," went the wind, and out went the lights,
And the five little pumpkins rolled out of sight.

Procedure:
Students will read and repeat the words, "Five little pumpkins" four times. Teacher asks
students to "Put it in your hands. Teacher asks: "Who can tell me is the rhythm of the
words?" Answer: "Ta ti-ti ta ta."

Teacher instructs students to perform the rhythm with various body percussions.

Teacher selects to play it on drums or other percussion as an ostinato.

Teacher assigns different percussion to the endings of each of the lines of poetry.
Woodblock--"Sitting on a gate."
Cowbell or triangle--"Oh, my, it's getting late!"
Guiro--"There are bats in the air!"

pÄ
¹
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Procedure: Students produce a steady beat by patsching with fingertips on thighs. Teacher
reads the words, one line at a time. Students read at the same time, and echo.
Teacher asks: "Who can tell me the rhythm of the first measure?" Points to it.
(They haven't learned "rest" yet, but they can recognize the rhythms of all the first
measures of each line.)Teacher asks students to look at the whole song. "Are there any lines that are the same?"

Answer: Yes.

Question: Which ones?
Answer: Lines 1 and 3

Q: What do we always call the first phrase?
A: A

Q: What are we going to call the third phrase? (Points to it)
A: A

Cowbell--"Oh, we don't care."
Tambourine--"It's just Halloween fun!"
Octave quarter notes on glocks--"Let's run! Let's run!"
Slide whistle--"Oooohhh" (went the wind).
Gong or whip--"...Out (went the lights)."
Ratchet or vibraslap (continuous)--"Rolled out of sight."

Teacher passes out masks--one to each of 5 students. Students with masks say their part
in turn. For example, pumpkin 1 says, "Oh, my, it's getting late!" Etc. Perform with
percussion, as listed above, and ostinato on drums.

Holiday song: "I'm a Jack-o'-Lantern,"to the tune of "I'm a Little Teapot"
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Q: What about the line two?
A: It is different.

Q: What will we call it?
A: B

Q: Who can tell me what we will call line four?
A: C

Q: What is the form of this song?
A: ABAC

Teacher teaches the song by rote. "Repeat after me," one line at a time, then two lines
at a time. Then the whole song.

Sing the whole song with accompaniment and the ostinato pattern from "Five Little
Pumpkins."

Movement/fingerplay:
"I'm a jack-o-lantern"-- Turn around
"..orange and fat"--Make a circle with arms in front and move it from side to side.
"I've a toothy grin"--Place thumbs on each side of smile and stretch fingers wide.
"..and a pointy black hat"--Draw fingers together as lifting them away from top of head.
"Put a candle in me"--Point up with index finger, left hand.
"...burning bright"--Pull fingers of the right and together in a ball and place it above left

index finger.
"Now I'm ready for Halloween night"--Turn around with palms lifted up to side and then
bow or curtsy.

Closing: Teacher says, "Have a safe Halloween." Students repeat, "Have a safe Halloween."
Students put it in their hands, and determine the rhythm. Then they line up chanting,
"Have a safe Halloween."



Pumpkin Mask 1:

Laminate, cut out,  and attach to paint stirrer or attach elastic band.



A A

Pumpkin Mask 2:

Laminate, cut out,  and attach to paint stirrer or attach elastic band.
A



Oh, we don’t care!

A
Pumpkin Mask 3:

Laminate, cut out,  and attach to paint stirrer or attach elastic band.



It’s just Halloween fun!A

Pumpkin Mask 4:

Laminate, cut out,  and attach to paint stirrer or attach elastic band.



Let’s run!  Let’s run!

Pumpkin Mask 5:

Laminate, cut out, and attach to paint stirrer or attach elastic band.
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Music Magic--First Grade 
Lesson 11: "Pease Porridge Hot"

Focus: Students enter and find their own spaces. They sit cross-legged with hands in laps
and listen to "Erev shel shoshanim." They rock gently with eyes closed to the steady
beat. Recommended: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yXVrWNanc0

Listening: Brahms' Hungarian Rhapsody #5. Students move creatively in their own
spaces, expressing the tempo and dynamics changes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3X9LvC9WkkQ

New learning: Rest
Teacher has a giant rest sign (quarter rest) and holds it above a student's head and says,
"You are under a rest." And then another student. And another.
Teacher then asks, "Who can tell me what this sign is?" Answer: A rest

Teacher explains: "A rest is a moment of silence in a piece of music. Who can tell me
what 'silence' means?" Answer: It is when no sound is made.

Teacher: "We are going to listen to the Hungarian Rhapsody again, and I want you to
hold up your 'rest' signs when you hear a moment of silence--no matter how short it is."

Teacher plays recording of Brahms' Hungarian Rhapsody #5 again. Students hold up their
"rest" puppets when they hear any silence.

.Focus poem: "Pease Porridge Hot"

Pease porridge hot;
Pease porridge cold.
Pease porridge in the pot
Nine days old.

Some like it hot.... etc.

I like it hot... etc.

Teacher refers to Pease Porridge 1 graphic and points to the empty pot at the end of the
line. "There is nothing in that pot. We are going to call empty pots 'rest.'"

Question: "If this large pot is a rhythm, what do you think we should call it?"
Answer: "Ta"

Q: And what do you think we would call these little pots?
A: "Ti-ti"

Teacher: "Let's read this rhythm and put it in your hand."
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Teacher shows students Pease Porridge 2. Teacher instructs students to echo after
reading the first line: "Pease porridge hot."

Teacher asks students: "Who can tell me which of these lines are like the first line of
our poem?"
Answer: The second line. (Or the fourth line)

Teacher continues with lines 2 through 4.

Teacher refers to Pease Porridge 3: "What is different about this one?"
A: Rests have been added to the empty pots.

Teacher: Let's look at the form now. Are there any phrases that are exactly alike?"
A: 1 and 2

Q: Are there any others?
A: No. The rest are different.

Q: What is the form of the rhythm of this poem?
A: AABC

Teacher instructs students to read the words of the poem while tapping the rhythm into their
palms. For rests, they turn both hands outward, palms up.

Creativity/Fine motor movement: Teacher divides the class into 4 groups. Teacher instructs
each team to come up with creative body percussion for the rhythm of one of each of the
phrases.

Rest game: Using the manipulatives (Full and empty "pots"), teacher will lead students
in a rhythm reading game, emphasizing rests. Playing this "game" requires 8 full pots,
8 empty pots, and 8 quarter rests, laminated and cut out.

Teacher places the 8 full pots on the board in two lines of four (beats). (See Example
1.) Students will "read" these pots, except instead of saying "ta," they will say, "Yum."
Students will "read" the two lines through twice.

After the second time through, teacher gives a student one of the empty pots and asks
him/her to replace one of the full pots with an empty pot. (See Example 2.) When the
students "read" the line again, they will make the sign for the rest (empty hands, palms
facing upward) instead of saying "Yum."

After reading the lines and repeating, teacher hands an empty pot to another 
student, who replaces another full pot. Students read both lines again. Then 
another full pot is replaced, and students read. Then another, and another, until 
there is nothing left but empty pots. Students merely bounce hands, palms up, and 
make no sound at all for the whole 8 beats, and repeat.
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Performance:
Accompaniment: Broken bordun, any key; students keeping steady beat with fingertips
on thighs
A: Students speak the first verse in rhythm.
B: Students "read" the Rest Game with all pots full, saying "Yum" on each beat.
A: Students speak the second verse in rhythm.
C: Students "read" the Rest Game with one rest.
A: Students speak the third verse in rhythm.
D; Students "read" the Rest Game with 2 rests.
A: Students speak the first verse again.
E: Students "read" the Rest Game with 3 rests, and continues like this until

there is nothing but rests left, and the performance ends with 8 beats of silence.

Closing: Teacher asks students, “What will you teach your parents tonight that you
learned in music class today?”and listens to answers as (s)he passes out a rest for each
student. Teacher instructs, "Take these rests with you, put them over the head of your
teacher or parents, and tell them they are under a rest."

Teacher will provide steady beat and tell students to line up by team according to which
phrase they orchestrated on body percussion. Teacher leads the students in chanting.
Team 1 lines up on the first A phrase: "Pease porridge hot."
Team 2 lines up on the second A phrase: "Pease porridge cold."
Team 3 lines up on the B phrase: "Pease porridge in the pot"
Team 4 lines up on the C phrase: "Nine days old"
Students are reminded that they must make no sound on the rests.

Teacher instructs the students to play the game again, except this time they will be
substituting rests for the full pots instead substituting empty pots. (See Example 3.)

Teacher hands out rests to the students before the performance starts. Then (s)he touches
student on the head to go and replace a full pot with a rest while the class is speaking the
verses of the poem:





Full orchestra
Woodwinds
Brass
Strings
Percussion
Full orchestra

Flute/Piccolo
Oboe

Clarinet
Bassoon

Violins–Bowed and Pixxicato
Violas
Cellos
Double basses w/flute accomp

Harp

French horns
Trumpet/snare drum
Trombones
Tubas

Low brass

Tympani
Snare drum
Xylophone
Castanets
Whip
Triangle

Laminate and attach to tongue depressors.









Laminate and cut out 8 of each.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 12: "Pease Porridge Hot"--2

Focus: Students enter and find their own spaces. They sit cross-legged with hands in laps
and listen to "Erev shel shoshanim." They rock gently with eyes closed to the steady
beat. Recommended: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yXVrWNanc0

Review learning: Rest
Teacher asks students: "What did we learn last time we were together?"
Teacher waits for responses.

Students march around on the notes around Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet to a
steady drumbeat (Two student drummers). They stop when the drum stops. If they stop
on a quarter rest, they come and take the place of one of drummers. The drummer then
joins the class marching around the carpet.

Teacher directs students in the "Rest Game" using the poem "Pease Porridge Hot" as in
previous lesson.

Solfege drill: New note, "La"--"Scale building"
Once upon a time there was a tall apartment building. Do you know what an

apartment is? Do any of you live in an apartment?

This apartment building had 8 floors, and it was called the "Scale Building." Since
the building was new, no one lived in the apartments yet, but one day 2 families moved
in. One family moved in to the 5th floor, and one family moved in to the 3rd floor.

These families had very strange names. The family on the 5th floor was named
"So." The family that moved in below them on the 3rd floor, was named __________."

Student response: "Mi!"

Q: Did the So family live higher or lower than the Mi family?
A: Higher

One day another family moved into the Scale Building, and they moved into the
apartment above the So family. They also had a very strange name. Does anyone think
they can guess it? (Teacher allows for various answers.)

They were the La family. Did the La family live higher or lower than the Mi family?
Answer: higher

Teacher: So what 3 families are living in the Scale Building now? (Teacher points.)
A: La, So, and Mi.

Teacher: And so, boys and girls, we are going to learn a new note today. What do you
think the name of our new note will be?

.
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Teacher: Our new note is La. Here is our La handsign, and here is how La sounds.
(Teacher sings S M S L and asks students to echo, with handsigns.)

Q: Is La higher or lower than So? A: Higher
Q: Is La higher or lower than Mi? A: Higher
Q: What is the highest note that we know now? (points to graphic) A: La

Teacher sings various 4-note combinations of So, Mi, and La. Students echo. Teacher
asks for volunteers to step out the patterns on the solfege hopscotch on Dr. Patti's
Marvelous Music Carpet.

Focus song: "Pease Porridge Hot"

2. Some like it hot; some like it cold.... etc.

3. I like it hot; I like it cold... etc.

Procedure:
Solfege--Teacher signs the first measure: "S LL S Î" and asks if anyone can sing it.
Volunteer(s) sings.
Teacher: "The second phrase is easy: It is just like the first. Who wants to sing it for 
the class?" Volunteer(s) sings.
Teacher instructs: "I want you to think the third phrase in your head while you are 
using handsigns. What am I going to hear?"
A: Nothing

Q: What am I going to see?
A: Handsigns

Students audiate, and teacher checks for comprehension.
Teacher: "Who can sing the third phrase for me?" Volunteer(s) sings.
"Now everyone sing the first three phrases."
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Teacher: "The last phrase is different and it might be tricky if you aren't paying close
attention. How is it different from the first three?"
A: It goes down to Mi instead of up to La. There are no "ti-ti"s, etc.

Teacher: "Now, let's sing the whole song."

Instrument playing: Using Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet, teacher demonstrates
the location of "La" on the keyboard. Teacher sings 4 beat "S-L" phrases and asks for
volunteers to step them out on the keyboard. Then teacher instructs students to "play"
the patterns on the cardboard keyboards.
Teacher

 
asks,

 
"Who

 
can

 
'play'

 
the

 
first

 
phrase

 
on

 
the

 
carpet

 
keyboard?"

 
A

 
student

 
"plays"

"S LL S " on the keyboard, jumping off the keyboard for the rest.

Teacher instructs students to "play" the first phrase on their cardboard keyboards. Then
asks for a volunteer to play it on an Orff instrument. Teacher asks: "Did (s)he play it
correctly?" If not, teacher asks for another volunteer.

Teacher points out: "If you can play the first phrase you can play the second phrase.
Why?" Students answer: "Because they are the same."

Teacher asks students if they can "play" the whole song on their cardboard keyboards
while singing.
When the majority of students are successful, they go to Orff instruments and play the
melody.

Performance:
Introduction: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing song (first verse).
A Sing song (second verse)
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
B Play song on Orff instruments
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing song (third verse)
Coda: 2 measures accompaniment

Creative movement: Students will work in teams and create their own rhythmic
movement for the song according to the form as well as the lyrics.

Closing: Teacher says: Sing to your neighbor what you learned in music class today, and
make sure you use "La" as one of your notes. Students line up with dramatic movement
to Brahms's Hungarian Rhapsody, #5.

Î
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Music Magic--First Grade 
Lesson 13: "Peter and the Wolf"

Focus: Students enter to Prokofiev's "Peter and the Wolf" without narration.
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0013AWGWG/ref=mu_dm_alb_dp
Students move creatively as the music guides them.

Procedure: Using Dr. Patti's teaching packet for "Peter and the Wolf, teacher passes out
character puppets and instructs students to lay them out in front of them, face up.
Teacher introduces each character of the story using the pictures in the "Peter and
the Wolf" game, or with the computer pictures.

Second listening: Students listen again, this time without the narration. Students
"dance" their puppets according to the part they are hearing.

Movement/Game: Using the masks provide, students will act out each part of each
character in "Peter and the Wolf."

Closing: Students line up dancing "in character" to the unnarrated "Peter and the Wolf."

Teacher plays the recording of "Peter and the Wolf" (with dialog). Students listen
and "dance" their puppets as each character/theme comes into the story.

             Teacher discusses each instrument and the family to which it belongs:  Woodwind, andtheWolf"(withdialog).Studentslisten
             string, or brass.



Peter and the Wolf Masks
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Peter and the Wolf Masks
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 14: Thanksgiving

Focus: Students enter to "Dancing under the Moon - Native American Chant."
They find their spaces, sit cross-legged with eyes closed and let the music rock 
them gently.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWm87vQLnyI

Greeting: Teacher "greets" first student; (S)He responds and greets his/her neighbor, and
so forth around the circle.

Questions: What did you hear from the listening assignment?
What did it sound like to you?

Teacher: This is music of the native Americans, the people who were in this land before
the Europeans. Thanksgiving is a celebration of how the Native Americans helped the
Pilgrims survive a very bad winter after they landed. On Thanksgiving, the Native
Americans and Pilgrims came together to give thanks for a good harvest and for being
able get through a long and very cold winter.

Holiday/seasonal song: "The First Thanksgiving"
To the tune of "Lazy Mary."

2. Pilgrims landed on Plymouth Rock...
Before the first Thanksgiving.

3. The winter winds were icy cold...
Before the first Thanksgiving.
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Procedure: Teach the song by rote, and sing with the projected pictures that go with it.
Second time, divide the class into 10 teams (if you have enough students). Each team
will consult for a minute or two to decide how they will act out their part.

Holiday/seasonal song:

4. The Pilgrim group was cold and sick...
Before the first Thanksgiving

5. The natives helped them make it through...
Before the first Thanksgiving.

6. They taught them how to raise their food...
Before the first Thanksgiving.

7. The harvest gave them lots of food...
For the first Thanksgiving.

8. The natives brought some corn and fish...
On the first Thanksgiving.

9. The Pilgrims brought some pumpkin pie...
On the first Thanksgiving.

10. And so they had a great big feast...
On the first Thanksgiving.

2. I'm a fat turkey,
And my waddle's red;
I gobble, gobble, gobble
As I shake my head.

3. I'm a fat turkey,
And I'm here to say
I hope you have a happy
Thanksgiving Day.
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Procedure: Students pick up a turkey from the floor.
Teacher reads the words of the first line, and instructs students to put the rhythm of the
words "in their hands," tapping 2 fingers in palms. Teacher asks for a volunteer to
"write" the rhythm of each line with the students (lining them up so that the rhythmic
patterns they form are the same as the first line.) and then instructs the class to read the
rhythms out loud. Teacher instructs students to read the rhythm doing "bird sounds"--
but they must fit the rhythms. Students choose the sound they like the best.

Teacher continues with all four lines.

Solfege: Teacher instructs, "We are going to listen to the first line in our heads. What am I
going to hear?"
A: Nothing
Q: What am I going to see?
A: Handsigns

Students audiate the first line.

Teacher: Who can sing the first line for me?
Then, who can come and "play" this on the carpet keyboard?
Volunteer sings as (s)he steps on notes on the keyboard.
Teacher continues in this manner until all lines are read.
Teacher selects some students to play instruments, some to sing and dance.

Performance:
Introduction: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing first stanza.
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing second stanza.
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
B Play melody on keyboard instruments once.
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
C Sing last stanza while playing keyboards.
Ends with octave Ds on the downbeat.

Movement/game: During the song the students do movements that go with the words:
"I'm a fat turkey"--Thumbs tucked under armpits, students flap wings
"Scratching all around"--Students "scratch" floor with feet.
"Searching...ground"--Students wander over room looking for "food" on the "ground."

"I'm a fat turkey"--Same as before.
"And my waddle's red"--Students place thumb under chin and wiggle fingers.
"I gobble...head"--Students shake head and "waddle" back and forth.
They "gobble" on the interlude.

"I'm a fat turkey"--Same as before.
"Thanksgiving Day"--Arms stretched out wide to "audience."
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Creative movement/dance: Students do a "turkey dance" on the B section when the Orff
instruments are playing the melody.

Closing: Students listen to the Native American music, as upon entrance. This time they
do an interpretive dance to the music as they line up.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 15--Holiday 1

Focus: Students will enter to a recording of Tchaikovsky's "March" from the Nutcracker
Suite. Teacher instructs them to march around the room like toy soldiers on the first
section, then skip on the second (dotted eighth-sixteenth note patterns), and so
forth throughout the A section.
B section--sixteenth notes, find a neighbor and hold hands and go around in a circle,
stepping quickly to the beat. On the repeat, find another neighbor and do the same.
Repeat of A--March like toy soldiers again; skip on the second part.
Freeze on last beat.

This is also the time of year for another holiday called Hanukkah, the Jewish festival of
lights. During this holiday, children play a game with little toy called a dreidl. The
children spin the dreidl like a top and see what symbol lands face up when it stops.

Focus Song: "I Have a Little Dreidl"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RczPreZDFU&list=RDgmvs0ShU6Hg
(These questions pertain to this particular recording of the song.)

Q: Is this recording adult voices, children's voices, or both?
A: Both

Q: Are they speaking, singing, calling or whispering?
A: Singing

Kitty cat, kitty cat
Where is your hat?

Meow, meow, where's my hat?
Here's your hat, kitty cat.
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2. I have a little dreidl, I made it out of sand,
And when I tried to spin it, it crumbled in my hand.

3. I have a little dreidl, I made it out of air,
And when I tried to spin it, it simply wasn't there.

4. I have a little dreidl, I made it out of mud,
And when I tried to spin it, it stained my mother's rug.

5. I have a little dreidl, I made it out of stone,
And when I dropped it on my foot, it nearly broke a bone.

6. I have a little dreidl, I made it out of tin,
And tho' I tried and tried some more, my dreidl wouldn't spin.

Creativity: Teacher instructs students to try and come up with their own rhymes for new
verses for "I Have a Little Dreidl."

Happy, happy, Holiday of light.
Happy, Happy, Hanukkah tonight.

Composition:
Teacher will divide the class into teams of 4 students each. Teacher will give each team
a "Solfege Dreidl," reproducible rhythm cards, and a set of solfege cards. Using the
words of the poem, below, students will spin their "dreidls"to determine the notes that
they will use for their composition. Instructions to students:

1. Put the words in your hands after I say them, and determine the rhythm.
2. Write the rhythm with Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm Cards. (Hint: There will be
a rest at the end of the second and fourth lines.
3. Spin the "dreidls" to determine which notes will be used for which beat of the song.
4. After you spin, "write" the notes above the rhythm card using your solfege cards.
5. Complete one measure at a time. After the first measure is done, sing it with your
teammates.
6. Practice it to sing it for the class.

Performance:
Each team sings its composition for the class, and the class votes on the one that it likes
the best. Each composition is sung to the accompaniment, below:

Closing: Students will sing to a neighbor what was learned in music class today.
Students will line up to "March" from The Nutcracker.
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Music Magic--First Grade 
Lesson 16--Holiday 2

Focus: Students will enter to a recording of Tchaikovsky's "Dance of the Sugar Plum
Fairy" from the Nutcracker Suite. Students are instructed to close their eyes and 
move creatively to the music, staying in their own spaces.

Teacher asks: "What instrument did you hear?
That was the celeste. It sounds like bells, doesn't it? But it is actually a keyboard
instrument that is considered to be a part of the percussion family of the orchestra.
After the player hits the keys, a mallet hits a metal bar much like you do when you are
playing the Orff instruments. 'Celeste' is a French word meaning, 'heavenly.'"

Holday song:
Students sing the songs that they "wrote" the in the last class based upon the following
poem:

Accompaniment:

Happy, happy,
Holiday of light.
Happy, happy,
Hanukkah tonight.
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Holiday/Seasonal Story/Song: "The Gingerbread Man"

Accompaniment:

"Rest, rest., gingerbread"

Characters:
"The End":

Colleen Cow – Cow bell tremolo
Sandifer S. Snake – Maraca tremolo

Ferdinand Q. Fox,
Woodblock:

"Old woman"

"Old man"

"Little boy"

"Ferdinand Q. Fox"

"Hop, hop, hop"
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The Story*

Once upon a time in a little old house lived a little old woman. One day she decided to
bake a gingerbread man for her grandson. She got out a big bowl, and she got out a big
spoon, and she got out a big sack of flour, and she got out a big bag of sugar. She mixed
in eggs and shortening with the batter. Oh, and of course some ginger. Just the right
amount of ginger.

She put the mixture on a cookie sheet and formed it into the shape of the cutest little
gingerbread man that the world had ever seen. She gave him frosting hair, and gumdrop
eyes, and made a beautiful smile on his ginger face. She popped him into the oven and sat
down to her knitting to wait for the Gingerbread Man to bake. Mmmmm. The smell of
gingerbread filled the air. “I think I will take a little peek at my little man to see if he is
brown enough yet. She opened the oven just a tiny bit and took a deep sniff. Mmmmm.
What a wonderful smell! She opened the oven a little bit so that she could look at her little
man.

All of a sudden, the oven door was flung open and out popped the Gingerbread Man.

“Oh!” cried the old woman. “You frightened me!”

The Gingerbread Man laughed and said, “It is nice to meet you, but I have to go now.”

“Go?” asked the old woman. “You cannot go anywhere.”

“Oh, yes I can,” replied the Gingerbread Man. “And you can’t stop me!” And he ran
out the front door singing: “Run, run as fast as you can; you can’t catch me, I’m the
Gingerbread Man!” The old woman chased him to the porch, but was so out of breath
she gave up and sat down in her rocking chair.

Very soon, the Gingerbread Man came to an old man working in the garden. “Hold
on there,” said the old man. “Who are you and where are you going in such a hurry?”

“I would be happy to tell you,” said the Gingerbread Man. “I am the Gingerbread
Man, and I have run away from the old woman. And I can run away from you, too!”

“Oh, no you can’t,” replied the old man, but the Gingerbread Man was already
running down the pathway singing: “Run , run..” etc. The old man very soon became
tired and sat down on a big rock to catch his breath.

Very soon, the Gingerbread Man came to a little boy. “Hold on there,” said the little
boy. “Who are you and where are you going in such a hurry?”

________________________
* Melody from Orff Level One certification session with Nancy Ferguson and Carol King.
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"I would be happy to tell you,” said the Gingerbread Man. “I am the Gingerbread
Man, and I have run away from an old woman and an old man. And I can run away from
you, too!”

“Oh, no, you can’t,” replied the little boy, but the Gingerbread Man was already
running down the pathway, singing:

(Repeat with Colleen Cow, Standifer S. Snake, and Benny Bunny.)

Very soon, the Gingerbread Man met Ferdinand Q. Fox. “Hm, I say old chap, this is
too fine a day to be in such a hurry. Who are you and where are you going?”

“I would be happy to tell you,” said the Gingerbread Man “I am the Gingerbread
Man, and I have run away from an old woman, an old man, a little boy, Colleen Cow,
Standifer S. Snake, and Benny Bunny. And I can run away from you, too!”

“I am sorry, old chap, but I am a little bit hard of hearing,” said Ferdinand Q. Fox.
“Can you come closer and tell me that again, this time in my good ear?”

The Gingerbread Man moved closer and spoke louder: “I am the Gingerbread Man,
and I have run away from an old woman, an old man, a little boy, and….” (Whip sound)
Ferdinand Q. Fox gobbled him up! And that was the end of the Gingerbread Man.
(The end)

Procedure:
Teacher assigns parts--some students to play instruments; some to use masks and sing and

act out the story.

Teacher (or a good student reader) tells the story, pausing after mentioning each character
so that it may be punctuated by the corresponding “theme” as the children act out the story.

Closing: "What will you tell your parents tonight that you learned in music class today?"
Teacher lines up students by playing the theme of the characters they represented, either
on instruments or by acting. If they had no specific part, they line up at "the end."  All
students exit to "Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy."
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Music Magic—Grade 1 
Lesson 17: Holiday 3  

Focus: Student will enter the room slowly, stepping on the downbeat of “Waltz of the 
Flowers” from The Nutcracker by Tchaikovsky. Teacher will instruct students to walk 
in their own space, when the music stops, they must stop. Teacher will play other 
dances from The Nutcracker such as “Russian Dance” “Chinese Dance” “Arabian 
Dance” “Dance of the Reed Pipes” and students will move appropriately, in their own 
space. Each time the music stops, students will use music terms “largo” “moderato” or 
“allegro” to describe the speed and discuss whether the latest piece was faster or slower
than the previous piece. 

Rhythm Review: Students will read and chant the eighth and quarter note rhythms of 
the focus song, with a shrug on the half notes. 

Focus Song: “Jolly Old St. Nicholas,” Traditional carol

Procedure:  Teacher will instruct students to listen to the song while patting the beat 
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(teacher will sing 1 verse). Teacher will ask, “How many times did you pat the beat on 
that unknown note?” (Teacher will sing again if no one is sure.)  
Teacher will introduce half notes and the rhythmic syllable “ta-ah.” 
Students will read and chant the entire song, then learn to sing by rote. 

Creativity:  As a class, or in groups of 4, write new lyrics for the second verse, using 
current student names and current presents, for example: 

“Sarah wants an mp3, Michael wants a ‘vette, 
Alex wants a new tablet, then he will be set…” 

Performance:  Assign a different percussion instrument to play each different note 
of the rhythm, for example: 

Eighth notes—woodblocks 
Quarter notes—drums 
Half notes—cymbals 

Students will take turns, playing each part while singing the song. 

Closure:  Students will name and sing other holiday/winter songs they know. 
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Music Magic--First Grade
          Lesson 18: "Copycat"

Focus: Students enter and find their own spaces. They sit cross-legged with hands in laps
and listen to Haydn's "Surprise" Symphony, 2nd Movement Andante.
Teacher instructs them to rock gently to the steady beat. After the "Surprise," teacher 
instructs students to continue to rock and listen and to raise their hands when they 
hear another "surprise." Suggested link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=lLjwkamp3lI

New learning: Teacher asks students to describe the "surprise." "It was loud."
When music is loud, we have a very special name for it: forte.
When music is soft, we call it "piano."
Who has heard that word before?

Do you know why a piano is called a piano?

Teacher: "Many, many years ago, there were no electronic keyboards. When people
wanted to play keyboard instruments, they played an instrument called a harpsichord.
The harpsichord looked like a piano looks today, but it worked differently. Instead of
hammers hitting the strings, like in pianos, harpsichords used feather quills that plucked
the strings. The harpsichord was a nice instrument, but it had one problem that
musicians didn't like: It couldn't be played louder or softer; it just stayed the same all the
time.

"When the piano was invented, musicians were very happy that it could be played loud
and soft. Now they could make their music exciting! Because this new instrument could
be played both soft and loud, they named it the pianoforte. Which means the 'soft-loud.'
Today it is called by its nickname, the piano."

(Teacher may wish to open up an acoustical piano and let students see how it works.)

Teacher: “We are going to listen to the "Surprise" Symphony again. This time I want 
you to show me with your hands when the music is soft and when it is loud. Hold your 
hands very close together when it is soft and very far apart when it is loud." Teacher 
instructs them to listen once again, and this time do creative movement in their own 
“spaces,” showing “loud” and “soft” with their body movements. Identify the 
instrument families aurally.

Previous song: "Two, Four, Six, Eight"
Teacher directs students to sing the song as in previous lesson.
--Teacher directs students to sing the “A” phrases piano and the “B” phrases forte.
--Teacher directs students to sing the first phrase loud and each subsequent phrase

progressively softer.
--Teacher directs students to sing the first phrase piano and each subsequent phrase

progressively louder.
--Teacher directs the students to sing the song forte or piano in relation to the width of

the teacher’s hands: Wide hands = loud; hands close together = soft.

hen the music gets loud or soft.
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stions: What instrument is playing? Double bass (or string bass)
What family is this instrument in? String family
Is the piece high or low? Low
Is the piece fast (allegro) or slow (largo)? Slow

1.
2.

Procedure:
Teacher displays cards with the rhythm of each of the measures of "Copycat." Teacher
reads the words, one measure at a time, and instructs students to determine which card
represents the rhythm of the words. Teacher continues, one measure at a time until all
cards are placed in the correct order. Then teacher has students check that they are
accurate by reading the words through the whole piece, instructing students to tap the
rhythm in their hands as (s)he reads.

Teacher asks "Who can sing the notes of the first measure?" Volunteer sings. "Very
good. Now everyone sing it."
"Now how about measure two?"
"Now who can sing the first two measures without stopping?"

Teacher continues in this manner with volunteers singing one measure, the class echoing,
then adding one measure at a time.

Form: Teacher will instruct students to look at the measures and determine the form
of the song.
Q: The first phrase is always what?
A: A

Q: Is the second measure the same or different from the first?
A: Different

Q: So what will we call it?
A: B

New song: "Copycat"

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Closing: Teacher reminds students of their new learning, "Piano" (spoken softly, echoed
by students, and "Forte" (spoken and echoed loudly). Teacher asks students if they
should line up and return to class piano or forte. Students respond "piano," and tiptoe
very quietly to line up.

Performance: This is a teaching song. Each of the verses is performed according to the
musical expression presented. For example, "I can sing piano" is sung softly; "I can
sing "forte" is sung loudly.

Introduction: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing first two lines (ABCC)
B Sing verses 1 and 2.
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing first two lines (ABCC)
B Sing verses 3 and 4. (Adjust the tempo for each.)
A Sing first two lines (ABCC)
Coda: 2 measures accompaniment

Creativity: Students can make up their own verses for "Copycat." They do not need to 
offer only musical examples  They  may choose  movement--locomotor or nonlocomotor,
body percussion, or imagery, such as "I can be an airplane."

Teacher continues until the last line:
"What about measures 5 and 6? Are they the same or different from measures 3 and 4?"
A: The rhythm is the same, but the notes are different.

Q: What shall we call them then?
A: D

Q: What is the form of the song?
A: (Teacher points to each measure as students say:) A B C C D D
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Music Magic--First Grade 
Lesson 19: "Duerme, mi Tesoro"

Focus: Students will enter room with this recording of "Guantanamera."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-PuiDfLcO8
If it is not available, find another Spanish piece with an easy beat.
Students find their own spaces, sit down cross-legged and close their eyes and let the
music "rock" them.

Second listening: Teacher instructs students to listen with their very best audience
behavior and listen for the following things: Instruments, louds/softs, voices

Teacher asks: What kind of music does this sound like to you?
A: Spanish/Mexican, etc.

Teacher: Very good. It is Spanish music, and it is from an island in the Caribbean Sea.
(Refers to map) That island is called Cuba. Have you heard of Cuba? What language
do they speak in Cuba?
A: Spanish

Teacher asks: What instruments do you hear?
Possible answers: Guitar, claves, congas, string bass, voice

Q: Are they adult voices or children's voices?
A: Adult

Q: Are they men's or women's voices?
A: Men's

Q: Does the music get louder and softer, or does it stay about the same?
A: Same

Q: Does the music get faster and slower, or does it stay about the same?
A: Same

Teacher: We are going to learn another Spanish song today. This song is from another
island in the Caribbean Sea. That island is Puerto Rico. (Refers to map) They also
speak Spanish in Puerto Rico.

Solfege practice: Teacher asks class: "Who can step out what I sing on the staff?"
Teacher indicates where So is by standing there or placing a "So" sign on that line/
space. Teacher sings a short 4-beat "So-Mi-La" pattern, using solfege. Teacher selects
student volunteer to step the pattern on the staff on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet.

Teacher continues with 5 or 6 different patterns.

Kitty cat, kitty cat
Where is your hat?

Meow, meow, where's my hat?
Here's your hat, kitty cat.
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Procedure:
Teacher speaks the words and instucts the students to echo and tap the rhythm into their
palms. Then they are instructed to "write" the rhythms with Dr. Patti's Reproducible
Rhythm Cards. Teacher presents the rest of the song in the same manner.

Teacher asks who can read the notes of the first measure; second measure, etc.

After all measures have been learned, teacher shows the whole song to the class.
Q: Do you see any phrases that look the same?
A: 1 and 3, 2 and 4

Q: What do we always call the first phrase?
A: A

Q: What is the second phrase?
A: B

Q: Why "B"?
A: Because it is different from the first phrase

Q: What is the form of the song?
A: ABAB

Teacher asks: "What genre (kind) of song is this? It is a lullaby. A lullaby is designed
to do what?"
A: Put someone to sleep.

Q: So how should a lullaby be sung? Loud and fast or soft and slow?
A: Soft and slow

Focus song: "Duerme, mi tesoro," folk song from Puerto Rico

Free translation: Sleep, my treasure, my dear one.
The angels are looking after you.
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Creative movement--Teacher allows students to work in teams to come up with some
creative movement to go with the "Tingalayo," based upon the form and the lyrics.

Closing: Students line up moving creatively to the steady beat to "Guantanamera."

Instrument playing: Teacher asks who would like to "play" the first measure on the
keyboard on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet. Student steps out the notes while the
class sings. Continue in the same manner with the rest of the song.

Teacher instructs students to "play" the song with their fingers on their cardboard
keyboards. When the teacher sees that a student is "playing" the notes correctly, (s)he
may play the song on Orff instruments, piano, or other keyboard instruments.

Performance:
Intro: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing song
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
B Play song on keyboard instruments
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
C Sing and play song.
Coda: 2 measures accompaniment plus one note, C.

Remind students that this is a lullaby that should be sung slowly and softly.

Multicultural song: "Tingalayo," Puerto Rican folk song
For extension, teacher may wish to teach "Tingalayo" by rote and have the students
sing along.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 20: "Kitty Cat"

Focus: Students enter to unnarrated Peter and the Wolf and move creatively to each of
character representations.

Rhythm practice: Teacher reviews quarter notes and eighth notes:
Q: What is this? (Holds up quarter or eighth note card.)
Q: What do we call it? ("Ta" or "ti-ti")
Q: Can anyone tell me it's real name? (Quarter note or eighth notes)

Teacher plays a recording of Beethoven's "Turkish March,"from The Ruins of Athens. 
Suggested link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IXLfPcgX1U
Students march across Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet starting by marching across 
the quarter note side, stepping on each quarter note to the steady beat, making sure that 
they "rest" on the quarter rest (hands open to the sides). They march off of the carpet 
and line up again for the eighth notes to which they perform in rhythm. When the 
finish, they join the line for the quarter notes. Teacher should start students every 4 
beats so that they don't end up on each others' heels.

Focus Song: "Kitty Cat"

Procedure:
Teacher says the words of the song, one measure at a time. For each measure teacher
instructs: "Put the words in your hand." After the students have echoed it correctly,
teacher instructs them to "write" the rhythms with Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm
Cards. Teacher checks their work and asks for a volunteer to read what (s)he has
"written." Teacher instructs students to check their own work and correct mistakes.
Teacher continues with the rest of the measures.

Teacher indicates "So" on the staff of Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet. Teacher plays
(or sings--but not with solfege) measures of the focus song one at a time and instructs
the appropriate number of students (It will take two students for the eighth notes.) to
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become notes and "write" the music on the staff. Teacher should allow students to figure
out how they are going to make the notes with their bodies and (for eighth notes) with
their partner.

After students have "written" the measure, teacher touches each on the head and the
class "reads" them. Teacher asks the class: Is that what I sang? (Teacher may need to
sing it again.) If it is, then teacher moves on to the second measure and treats it in the
same manner. If not, then teacher asks, "Who can make this correct?" and selects a
volunteer to move the student-notes around on the staff.

Performance:
Intro: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing song.
Interlude 2 measures accompaniment
B "Kitty cat" asks question.

The "thief" responds.
Accompaniment plays and students keep a steady beat with fingertips on thighs until
"hat" is found.

Movement/Game: Students sit in a circle. Teacher selects a student to be "kitty cat."
"Kitty cat" sits in the middle of the circle with eyese closed and a hat on (or, a picture
of a hat on the floor behind him/her. During the song the "thief"--selected by the
teacher--steals the hat.

Several ways to play:
1. "Thief" hides the hat behind him/her.
"Kitty cat" sings, "Meow, meow, where's my hat?"
"Thief" responds, "Here's your hat, kitty cat."
"Kitty cat" opens eyes, and tries to identify the "thief" from what he has heard. "Kitty
cat gets 3 tries. If he does not find the "thief," the "thief" 'fesses up, and becomes the
new "kitty cat." The "kitty cat" becomes the accompanist, and the accompanist takes
the "thief's" place in the circle.

2. "Thief" hides the hat behind him/her.
"Kitty cat" opens eyes and sings, "Meow, meow, where's my hat?"
Class responds, "Here's your hat, kitty cat."
"Kitty cat" moves and sings again. Class sings louder or softer depending upon
whether "kitty cat" is getting closer or farther away from the "thief."
A good reinforcer for dynamics: "Piano" and "forte."

3. "Thief" puts on the hat.
"Kitty cat" is blindfolded.
"Kitty cat" sings, "Meow, meow, where's my hat?"
"Thief" responds, "Here's your hat, kitty cat."
"Kitty cat" follows the voice of the "thief" until (s)he finds him/her and touches the hat.
Students should hold out their arms so that the blindfolded "kitty cat" cannot go outside
of the circle.
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Creativity: Have students brainstorm in small groups to make their own game with a
different animal or situation. For example, instead of "Kitty cat, where's your hat,"
"Kangaroo, where are you?" Then modify the game accordingly.

Closing: Students will respond to the question, "What was your favorite thing that we did in 
music class today?"
Students will line up moving in character to the unnarrated version of Peter and the Wolf.
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Music Magic--First Grade Lesson 
21: "Star Light, Star Bright"

Focus: Students listen to Grieg's "The Storm."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPITVxxYv-0
They respond creatively to the beat of the song while also expressing forte and piano
with their movements. When the piece is over, they find their places quietly.

Greeting: Teacher and students sing greeting song, "Hello, boys and girls." "Hello, Ms.
_______________" with handsigns. (S-M-ss-M)
Question: "Who can tell me what we learned last lesson?" (loud and soft; piano and
forte)

Question: "Who can sing the greeting to me piano?" Volunteer is selected.
Question: "Can you all do that?" Class responds.

Question: "Who can sing the greeting to me forte?" Volunteer is selected.
Question: "Can you all do that?" Class responds.

Teacher discusses singing voice vs. speaking voice.

Question: "Who can speak the greeting to me?" Volunteer is selected.
Question: "Can you all do that?" Class responds.

Question: "Who can shout the greeting to me?" Volunteer is selected.
Question: "Can you all do that?" Class responds.

Question: "When we shout is it piano or forte?" Answer: Forte

Question: "Who can whisper the greeting to me?" Volunteer is selected.
Question: "Can you all do that?" Class responds.

Question: "Who can whisper the greeting to me?" Volunteer is selected.
Question: "Can you all do that?" Class responds.

Question: "When we whisper is it piano or forte?" Answer: Piano

Teacher: "Sometimes we can hear things in our heads without actually hearing them.
Who can tell me what I am signing to you?" Teacher signs the greeting.
Answer: "Hello, boys and girls."
Teacher: "This time when you hear the greeting in your head, answer back to me with
handsigns." Teacher signs: S M ss M. Students sign: S mm S M.
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Procedure:
Teacher points to the stars presented on the screen. (Or teacher uses star cut-outs on
a chalk or marker board. Teacher points to the first set of stars. "Is the first star
higher or lower than the second?"
Answer: Higher

Question: Would we call that note "So" or "Mi"?
Answer: So.

Teacher instructs: "Think the notes in your head while you use handsigns." Students
audiate the first line.
Question: "Who can sing the first line?" Volunteer sings. If he is not successful,
teacher asks another student to sing with the first student.
Teacher asks the whole class to sing the first line.

Teacher instructs students to look at the second line. "Read this with me on So and
Mi." Teacher points to each star as (s)he sings with the students.
Teacher asks: "What do you think these little stars mean?" Answer: "Ti-ti."
If they do not get the answer, teacher asks: "If the big star means 'Ta' then what do the
little stars mean?"

Teacher instructs students to read the rhythm of the stars. Then (s)he instructs students
to sing the second line.

Listening: Listen again to "The Storm." Students use " " and " " puppets. They hold
the " "puppets in their right hands, and the " " puppets in their left hands, with arms
outstretched. When the music gets louder they raise the " " puppets and lower the " "
puppets. When it gets softer, they do just the opposite.

Teacher explains the subject matter of the piece--a big thunderstorm.
Teacher: "When the storm is over, the clouds blow away, and the stars come out. Look!"
Points to the stars on the projected lesson.

Focus Song: "Star Light, Star Bright"
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Teacher continues in the same manner with the last two measures (phrases).

Form: Teacher will instruct students to look at the measures and determine the form
of the song.
Q: The first phrase is always what?
A: A

Q: Is the second measure the same or different from the first?
A: Different

Q: So what will we call it?
A: B

Q: What about the other two?
A: They are all different.

Q: What is the form of this song? ABCD

Instruments: Teacher asks for volunteers to "play" each of the measures on the keyboard
on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet. Note: The author prefers the key of D major
for young voices. However when teaching them to play on the keyboard, it is better to
use the key of C, so that students can visualize the leap across F (Fa) to get from So to
Mi.

When all four measures have been correctly presented on the carpet keyboard, teacher
instructs students to "play" the song on their cardboard keyboards. When students have
"played" the song accurately on their cardboard keyboards, they may play it on the Orff
instruments.

Creative movement: Teacher asks: How would a star move? Fast or slow?
Answer: Slow.
Q: So how would a star dance?
A: Slow

Teacher: We are going to make a "star dance." While the song plays, you are to do a
"star dance" in your spaces. At the end, the sun is going to come up. What happens to
the stars when the sun comes up?"
A: They go away.
Teacher: Right. At the end, we are going to make our stars fade away.

Teacher picks a couple of students to play the song while the rest dance. At the end of
the song, the accompaniment keeps playing getting slower and softer while the "stars"
"fade away" (slowly get lower to the floor until they are lying down flat).
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Performance: Teacher asks: "Should this song be performed forte or piano?"
Answer: Piano

Introduction: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing song (ABCD)
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
B Instruments play song with accompaniment while the rest of the class does a
"star dance."
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
C Sing, play, and dance.
Coda: Accompaniment continues getting softer and softer as teacher directs, while the
little stars "fade away."

Closing: Students line up singing "Star Light, Star Bright" piano, and doing their star
dance.
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Music Magic--Second Grade
Lesson 22:  All Around the Brickyard

Focus:   As students enter room, they will stay in line and follow the teacher as the teacher
            repeatedly sings “All Around the Brickyard” and leads the class in a particular 
            movement, such as walking sideways, backwards, in a circle, etc. Once the whole 
            class is in the room, the teacher will change the locomotor movement for two 
            repetitions of the song, then ask students to offer ideas anew movement.  

            Teacher will continue to sing and encourage the class to sing as teacher adds beat/
            rhythm on a percussion instrument. Teacher will ask for another movement and pull 
            student who provided previous movement out of the line to join teacher on percussion. 

            Repeat as many times as desired. 

Focus Song:  "All Around the Brickyard," Play party

AM

BM

 FC
WB

Orff Accompaniment:

Solfege Review: On Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet, one student will start on “So”on 
            the solfege hopscotch and hop on So, Mi, and La in a chosen pattern, SLOWLY, so 
            the class can sing as student leader hops (technically, the class will be a bit behind). 
            Choose as many other student leaders as desired.  
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New Song:  "John, the Rabbit,"call-and-response

Call                                      Response
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Procedure:  A call and response song is a song in which the leader, usually one person, 
            sings the call first, and the rest of the group sings after, the response.  Sometimes the 
            response is just an echo of the call; but like this new song, some times the response 
            is always the same thing and different than the call.

            For our new song, called “John the Rabbit,” the response is always “Oh yes!” 
            Teacher sings the call and students respond. 

Extension:  Replace the "Oh, yes," with various percussion sounds, either in groups or 
            "round robin."

Closing: Students will listen to a recording of “Banana Boat Song” sung by Harry 
            Belafonte and will identify the response. Teacher will encourage students to sing the 
            response. 
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Music Magic—First Grade 
Lesson 23—Call and Response 2 

Focus:  As students enter, teacher will begin “John the Rabbit” (call and response song 
from previous lesson), students will sing responses as they go to their assigned seats. 
Random seats will have percussion instruments for students to play along on, on the 
responses. If hand-held, pitched instruments (tone chimes, bells, boomwhackers, for 
example) are available, place E G and B on random seats for students to also play with 
the responses. Repeat as necessary for all to get a turn on a pitched and non-pitched 
instrument. 

Rhythm Review:  Each student will get a set of rhythm cards with quarter notes,  
eighth note pairs and quarter rests. The teacher will chant 4 beat rhythms for the students
to reproduce using the rhythm cards. Second round, teacher will only play (no chanting), 
4 beat rhythms for students to reproduce using the rhythm cards. 

New Song: “Old House,” African American Folk Song 

Orff  Accompaniment: 
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Procedure:  Students will recall what they know about call and response songs. 
(They usually start with 1 person singing the call, the rest respond, the response can be an 
echo or a repeated phrase.) Today we’re going to learn another call and response song 
where the response is the same words, but you must alternate or flip flop the pitches. 

Teacher will place 3 dots (or note cut outs, eighth-quarter-eighth) on the first line of the 
treble clef staff on Dr. Patti’s Marvelous Music Carpet and ask for a volunteer to sing 
what the 3 notes might sound like. (Student will hopefully sing 3, same pitches). If 
needed, teacher will sing pattern correctly. Once that pattern is secure with the whole 
class, the teacher will move the third note to the second line, and ask, “What direction 
does the pitch go?” Teacher will call on a volunteer to sing what that might sound like, 
and a second one if the first is incorrect. If needed, teacher will sing pattern correctly and 
teach it to the class. Then the class will alternate singing both patterns, until secure. 
Teacher will sing the calls and responses of the new song and ask, “Which response is 
first, 3-same pitches or 2-same pitches and higher on the third?”  (2-same pitches and 
higher on third) Students will practice singing the responses with the words, “Tear it 
down!” then teacher will sing the calls and students will sing the responses. Students will 
also practice sing the responses with “Build it up!” 

Performance:  4 measures of introduction on percussion instruments to represent the 
sound of working on a construction site, such as: 

 q   q   q    q 
drum triangle    drum   cymbals 

Sing first verse--percussion doubling response rhythm 

Interlude--repeat introduction 

Sing second verse--percussion doubling response rhythms 

Coda--repeat introduction 

Closure:  The class will put into their own words, what a call and response song is. 
Students will walk to the beat and sing the response to “Old House” (teacher or a capable 
student will sing the calls) as they line up. 
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Music Magic—First Grade 
Lesson 24: Valentine’s Day 

 
Focus:  Students will enter to a recording of “Roses are Red” by Bobby Vinton, the teacher  

should sing along to the refrain to encourage students to help the students sing along once 
they feel able. The lyrics should also be displayed: 
  Roses are red, my love. 
  Violets are blue-oo-oo. 
  Sugar is sweet, my love. 
  But not as sweet as you. 

 
Students and teacher will discuss the style of the recording. Does it sound recent? What 
instruments to you hear? Who is singing? (soloist and group/ensemble) Share: That was 
Bobby Vinton, an American pop music singer who was very popular in the 1960’s. (How 
many years ago was that?) A multi-talented musician, singer and actor, Bobby Vinton 
has sold more than 75 million albums during his career. 

 
 
Rhythm review:  Students will study “Valentine, Red and Blue” and identify the types of  

notes and rests (eighth notes, quarter notes, quarter rests) then chant the rhythm with 
rhythmic syllables. 

 
 
 
Solfege review:  Students will study “Valentine, Red and Blue” (blank version still), and identify 

the pattern Mi-So So. (happens twice, first measure and fifth measure) Students will 
practice singing the song with solfege written in. 
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©
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˙
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Valentine, Red and Blue

©

Solfege version
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Procedure: Students will sing song with lyrics, then study and chant the rhythms of the  

instrument parts. Teacher will call on 2 students to show (by standing on the correct 
lines) on the treble clef staff on Dr. Patti’s Marvelous Music Carpet, the pitches for the 
SX/glock part. Teacher will call on 2 other students to do the same with the AM/BX part. 

 
 
Performance: Students will split into 4 groups and perform song 4 times total. 

1st time—instruments only 
2nd and 3rd time—all sing and play 
4th time—instruments only 
Then all groups rotate, perform again, etc until all have done every part. 

 
Closing: Students and teacher will sing the refrain Bobby Vinton’s “Roses are Red”  

as the students line up. 
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 25--Presidents Day

Focus: Students will enter room marching to "Hail to the Chief," with lyrics.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwJvxY7uENM&list=RDhwJvxY7uENM

Second listening: Teacher instructs students to listen with their very best audience
behavior and listen for the following things: Instruments, louds/softs, voices
Teacher displays the words so that the good readers may follow along.

Teacher asks: What kind (genre) of music does this sound like to you?
A: Patriotic, band, military, march, etc.

Teacher: Very good. It is patriotic music. It is the music that is played when our
President enters a room. It is played by a band.
What do we call it when a lot of voices are singing together?
A: A choir

Q: Is this choir an adult or children's choir?
A: Adult

Q: Is it men's voices, women's voices, or both?
A: Both

Q: Are they singing, shouting, calling, or whispering?
A: Singing

Teacher asks: What instruments do you hear?
Possible answers: Trumpets, voices, brass family, drums

Teacher: Who can tell me what holiday we are celebrating this week (month)?
A: Presidents Day.

Q: Do you know why it is called "Presidents Day"? Two of our great presidents have
a birthday in February--Abraham Lincoln's birthday is February 12. George
Washington's birthday is February 22. For many years, Americans celebrated them
both days, the 12th and the 22nd of February. Then someone decided to combine them
into one holiday in February, and call it "Presidents' Day"--for both of them.

Do any of you know someone who has a brother or sister with a birthday that is very
close to their's, and their family celebrates both birthdays on the same day? That is how
our country decided to celebrate President George Washington's and President Abraham
Lincoln's birthdays--on the same day.

Kitty cat, kitty cat
Where is your hat?

Meow, meow, where's my hat?
Here's your hat, kitty cat.
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Focus song: "Lincoln and Washington"

Q: Who can tell me who George Washington was?
A: George Washington is called "The father of our country" because he led the troops in
the War for Independence, and then was our first President.

Q: Who knows who Abraham Lincoln was?
A: Abraham Lincoln was our 16th President. He was President during the Civil War
and led the country to abolish slavery.

Patriotic song: "Yankee Doodle"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzRhFH5OyHo&list=RDhwJvxY7uENM

Students march around in the room during the instrumental sections, stop and sing on the
chorus part:

"Yankee Doodle, keep it up,
Yankee Doodle Dandy,
Mind the music and the step,
And with the girls be handy.

Students mimic the "fife and drum" parts as they are marching.
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Closing: Teacher asks: "What are we celebrating this week?"
A: Presidents' Day

Q: Which Presidents do we honor on Presidents' Day?
A: George Washington and Abraham Lincoln

Teacher has the students line up, one "Washington," one "Lincoln"; one "Washington,"
one "Lincoln," etc. while they listen to "Hail to the Chief."

Instrument playing: Teacher instructs students to perform in this
manner: "Patsch-patsch rest*, patsch-patsch rest." To
aid this, they are to chant: "Washing <rest>, Washing <rest>"

Teacher selects a student who is performing the rhythm consistently to go to the
bass ylophone. Teacher instructs the student to tap his/her mallets together on the
"rests."

Second pattern: This group should rest on the "Washing" and play
only on the "-ton." Students should "rest" by putting hands to the sides palms up and
clap on the quarter note.

Teacher selects a student to play the second accompaniment part on the alto xylophone.

Procedure: Teacher instructs students to echo the words as (s)he says them, and then to
"put them in your hands." Teacher instructs students to "write" out the rhythms of each
line with Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm Cards, and instructs them to check each
other's work.

Teacher teaches the notes by rote, having students echo each line.

Performance:
Divide class in half. Half of class are "Washington"; half are "Lincoln"--with masks.
Intro: 2 measures accompaniment
A "Washingtons" sing verse 1 while "Lincolns" keep a steady beat by patsching the
steady beat.
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
A "Lincolns" sing verse 2 while "Washingtons" keep a steady beat by patsching the
steady beat.
B Everyone sings refrain.
Coda: 2 measures accompaniment plus one note, D.



Presidents’ Day Mask
George Washington

Laminate, cut out, and attach to
paint stirrer or elastic band



Presidents’ Day Mask
Abraham Lincoln

Laminate, cut out, and attach to
paint stirrer or elastic band
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 26: "Bounce the Ball"

Focus: Students will enter room to a recording of  children singing "Texas, Our Texas," stepping
to the beat. Students will listen to entire recording, waving Texas flags while 
marching.

Students are seated and listen again. They hold up "piano" and "forte"signs as the
dynamics of the performance changes.

Teacher asks: What instruments do you hear?
A: Piano and voice

Q: Are they adult voices or children's voices?
A: Children

Q: What is this song about?
A: Texas.

Teacher: Yes, it is our State song. Let's sing the first verse.

A "sing along" video, if available: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbJC6recwOQ

Solfege practice: Teacher indicates "So" on the staff of Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music
Carpet. Teacher asks: "Who can sing what I show you on the staff?" Teacher sings
"So"and steps out various patterns of "So-Mi-La" on the staff and asks for volunteers
to respond.

Focus Song: "Bounce the Ball"

Bounce, bounce, bounce, bounce,
Bounce, bounce, bounce, bounce

Kitty cat, kitty cat
Where is your hat?

Meow, meow, where's my hat?
Here's your hat, kitty cat.
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Procedure:
On Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet, teacher steps out the notes of first measure of
"Bounce the Ball" on the staff. Asks for volunteers to sing.

Teacher responds to the volunteer's performance: "Is that what I showed?" If not,
teacher asks, "Who can help <student>?" Teacher may need to step it out again. If
it is correct, then teacher instructs the whole class to sing it and moves on to the second
measure. Teacher treats it in the same manner.

After all measures have been learned, teacher shows the whole song to the class.
Q: Do you see any phrases that look the same?
A: 1 and 3, 2 and 4

Q: What do we always call the first phrase?
A: A

Q: What is the second phrase?
A: B

Q: Why "B"?
A: Because it is different from the first phrase

Q: What is the form of the song?
A: ABAB

Performance:
Intro: 2 measures accompaniment
A Sing song
B "Bounce, bounce... etc." spoken as quarter notes. Add drum for emphasis.
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment
Repeat A and B.

Perform at a very slow tempo so that students will have time to handle the ball. Students
should bounce the ball on the first and third beats and catch it on the second and fourth.
Before they play the game with the ball, teacher has them practice rhythmically dropping
the ball for a neighbor to catch and catching it.

Movement/game: Students stand in a circle, with one person in the middle. This person
is "it" and has the beach ball.* "It" bounces the ball to a person in the circle on the 
downbeat.** That person bounces is back to "it." "It" bounces the ball to the next 
person on the downbeat of the second measure. That person bounces is back to "it." 
This continues until the "bounces." "It" bounces it back to the next person in the 
circle, then (s)he bounces it to his/her neighbor rather than to "it." The ball keeps on 
being bounced around the circle until the end of the interlude, last person with ball is 
new "it."
 * A beach ball is easier for little ones to handle because it is large and does not move fast.

** Teacher should instruct the students to simply drop the ball in front of their neighbor. It will

be much easier to control as opposed to putting force behind it to bounce it.
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Creative movement --Ball is bounced around the circle until the last "bounce." Whoever
ends up with the ball on the last "bounce" becomes the new "it." "It" takes the place of
an accompanist, and the accompanist takes the place the new "it" had in the circle. The
game continues.

Closing: Singing the song, teacher bounces the ball to a student , who bounces it to someone 
else. After bounding the ball to someone else, the student will line up. 



Laminate, cut out, and attach to tongue depressors or paint stirrers.



Full orchestra
Woodwinds
Brass
Strings
Percussion
Full orchestra

Flute/Piccolo
Oboe

Clarinet
Bassoon

Violins–Bowed and Pixxicato
Violas
Cellos
Double basses w/flute accomp

Harp

French horns
Trumpet/snare drum
Trombones
Tubas

Low brass

Tympani
Snare drum
Xylophone
Castanets
Whip
Triangle

piano

soft

forte

loud
Laminate and attach to tongue depressors.

Piano/Forte
Puppets
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Music Magic—First Grade  
Lesson 27: Name that Family! 

Focus:  Students will enter, marching to an instrumental recording of “Seventy-six 
Trombones” from The Music Man by Meredith Wilson. (Many versions available 
in iTunes and Spotify) (Suggested video link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODu888i14-I&list=RDODu888i14-I#t=0) 

Once in their places, students will visually identify the featured family (brass) in 
the music they were marching to. (Teacher should have the 4 instrument families 
displayed with visual examples and moveable names-string, brass, woodwind, 
percussion). Teacher will call students to visually identify the families and match 
the printed name to them. 

Students will listen to excerpts from the following suggested, or teacher chosen 
pieces, in random order. Students will identify the featured family and use basic 
terminology to identify the dynamics, including forte and piano: 

Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, Movt. 1 by Mozart (string family) 
Any piece by the Vitamin String Quartet (this group plays pop music 
arranged for string quartet) 
Mercury, the Winged Messenger from “The Planets” by Gustav Holst 
(woodwind family) 
Maple Leaf Rag (arranged for woodwind quartet) by TetraWind (link: 

https://sites.google.com/site/tetrawind/audio) (woodwind family) 
Olympic Fanfare and Theme by John Williams (brass) 
Fanfare for the Common Man by Aaron Copland (brass) 
Samba by Ney Rosauro (percussion) 
Birth of a Drum Corps by the United States Marine Drum and Bugle 
Corps (video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmBklvDTnbQ)  
(brass and percussion) 

Rhythm review:  Students will read and chant together, the following rhythms: 
 

q   iq     q 
q   q   iq  q 
iq  q   q   q 
iq     iq  q 
iq  iq  iq  
q   
   q    q  iq 
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Procedure:  Teacher will put students into small groups of no fewer than 4, 
each group will go to a different percussion station. Each station will have one 
kind of percussion instrument (woodblocks, tambourines, drums, and/or barred 
instruments) or a body percussion assignment; each station will also have one of 
the rhythms from the Rhythm Review. The students will make sure everyone in 
their group can chant the rhythm, then practice playing the rhythm as an ostinato. 

Performance: “Group 1” will play their rhythm 4 times then “Group 2,” 
without missing a beat, will play their rhythm 4 times, and so on. Then go down 
to 3 times… 2 times… and 1 time. Then rotate all groups to new percussion 
stations and repeat Procedure and Performance. 

Extension:  On the teacher’s signal, all groups will stop practicing, the teacher will 
count off to 4 and everyone will play their rhythm, together. If needed, have each 
group circle up and face only their group.  

Closure: Show a video clip of a drum and bugle corps, such as Battery Battle from Blast! 
(video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4Jv5pIXSIQ) -- or -- ask for a 
video from a local high school marching band – or – discuss experiences with live 
music. 
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 28: St. Patrick's Day

Focus: Students enter room to lively Irish music. For example,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVh3T2CYNv4
Students "jig" (step-hop) around the circle on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet to 
the steady beat, changing directions every 16 beats (2 X 8 beats).

Rhythm focus: Teacher is playing the following rhythm on a percussion
instrument:

Students are instructed to move to the rhythm according to the beat, showing
the emphasis with their movements.
Teacher encourages them to be creative in their choices, for example, nodding head,
flapping arms, etc. Something besides simply stepping the beat.

Solfege review: So, Mi, and La
Six (or so) students at a time on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet. One student on
the solfege hopscotch; 2 or 3 on the staff; one on the keyboard.

1. Teacher (or student) plays 4-note combinations of "So, Mi, and La" on an Orff
instrument.
2. The class sings the pattern out loud with handsigns,
3. Students on the rug step out the pattern on their respective spots.

Focus Song: "My Name is McTabbit"

.
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Procedure: Teacher instructs students to produce a triple (6/8) rhythmic pattern, for
example, patsch-clap-clap. Teacher reads the first verse, one line at a time with
students echoing. Then two lines at a time; then three.

Teacher: "There are 2 notes in this song that we have not learned yet. When you
hear these notes, shrug to indicate you do not know what these notes are."

Teacher sings the words to the students, one line at a time, signing the correct notes
and instructs the students to echo and sign as they sing. Students are to shrug on the
notes that they do not recognize (Re--end of A section, and Do--end of song).

Teacher assigns students to stand on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet and hop out
the notes of the first phrase on the staff. Several students can stand on the staff,
beginning on the F# space and jump from space to space (Mi to So) or to the line
(La) while the class sings the song (slowly). If desired, one student can hop out the
melody on the solfege hopscotch also.

Performance:
Students sing "McTabbit" with Orff accompaniment.
Students to find a partner.

First 3 phrases:
On the "So"s, students clap their hands,
On the "La"s, students clap their partner's hands
On the "Mi"s, students patsch their thighs.

On the "unknown" notes, students put their hands out to the side, palms up.

Instrument playing: Students point to notes on paper xylophones while they sing the
solfege for each phrase. Teacher observes, and when students are accurately
pointing to the correct notes, they are allowed to play on Orff/keyboard instruments,

Perform: Intro: 2 measures of accompaniment
A First stanza with accompaniment
Interlude: 2 measures of accompaniment
A Second stanza with accompaniment
Interlude: 2 measures of accompaniment
A Third stanza with accompaniment
Coda: 2 measures of accompaniment followed by a single chord on the downbeat

Orff Accompaniment: AX

BX

Drum Rat

WB CB
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Extension: "Cockles and Mussels" is a traditional Irish song.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9Deeh9n-VI

Closing: Students line up doing a "jig" to lively Irish music.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 29: Go Texan

Focus: Students listen to recording of, "Texas, Our Texas." The following link has the
lyrics posted with the recording.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5uT3npcDmo

Students sing "Texas, Our Texas" with the recording. Teacher asks for volunteers to
sing "Texas, Our Texas" with one friend (duet). Students perform while the class
exhibits appropriate audience etiquette.

Composing: "Texas"
Texas boots and Texas hats
Texas dogs and Texas cats.
Texas two-step, Texas tea,
Texas you and Texas me.

Procedure:
Class is divided into four teams. Each team will take one line of the following poem
and: 1 Determine the rhythm of the words.

2. Create a melody for it using only So, Mi, and La using the solfege cube, if
desired.

Teams come back together and sit in the circle. Each team performs its melody for the
rest of the class; the rest of the class echoes. Continue around the circle until all four
lines are sung, echoed, and learned.

Improvisation: Teacher selects students to improvise an accompaniment on the Orff
instruments, set up in D pentatonic.

Creativity: Each team will develop choreography for the song. The class votes on which
choreography they like best.

Performance:
Intro: 2 measures improvised accompaniment

A Sing song, each line round robin, one team at a time.
Interlude: 2 measures improvised accompaniment

B Pseudo canon: Team 1 sings its line, and keeps repeating it as the other teams
are added one at a time. Teacher eliminates one team at a time, beginning with
team 1, so that at the end only team 4 is singing the final time.

Coda: 2 measures improvised accompaniment ending on a final chord.
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Song: "I'm a Full-Blood Texan"

Solo or Part I: Spoken: Tutti or Part II

Part I: Spoken: Tutti or Part II

Tutti:

Accompaniment:
A Section: B Section:
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Procedure: Teach "I'm a Full-Blood Texan" by rote, one section at a time.
Begin with teacher singing Part I with students providing the Part II response.
The teacher may select a small group to sing Part I with the remainder of the class
singing Part II.

Solo singing: Soloists may be used as desired. A different soloist may be used on the
different sections.

Creativity: Students create choreography for the song.

Performance:
Intro: 2 measures accompaniment

A: Sing first verse.
Interlude: 2 measures accompaniment

B: Sing second verse.

Perform with choreography.

Closing: Students line up singing "Texas, Our Texas."
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Music Magic—First Grade 
Lesson 30:  Bate, Bate 

Focus:  Students will enter to a recording or video of “Las mañanitas.” (there are many 
versions on YouTube, iTunes and other music sites.)Some students may know it and sing 
along. Once the entire class is seated and have listened for a minute, turn down the 
volume and discuss the instruments heard and/or seen. Instruments: trumpet, vihuela (like 
a small guitar), violin, guitarron (like a large guitar), guitar is possible as well.  

This style of music is called mariachi, a folk music from Mexico. Originally played with 
just string instruments, it has evolved into a popular serenade music at family and 
religious celebrations, and often at Mexican restaurants in Texas. “Las mañanitas” is as 
popular for birthdays in Mexico, as “Happy Birthday” is in the United States. 

Extension: Have the students sing “Happy Birthday” and then work on the octave jump  
that most people miss. 

New Chant: “Bate, Bate,” Mexican Folk Chant 

42 œ œ œ œ
Ba te, ba te,

œ œ œ œ
cho co la te- - - - -

œ œ œ œ
Con a rroz y

œ œ œ œ
con to ma te.- - -

œ œ œ
U no, dos,

œ œ
tres cho!-

œ œ œ
U no, dos,

œ œ
tres co!-

œ œ œ
U no, dos,

œ œ
tres la!-

œ œ œ
U no, dos,
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Procedure:  Students will read and chant the rhythm with rhythmic syllables. 
Teacher or Spanish speaking student will go over the pronunciation with the class, then 
all will chant the words in rhythm. 
Students will learn the game: 

Bate, bate, chocolate-- facing a partner: patsch-clap own hands-clap partner’s 
hands-clap own hands, 4 times  
Uno, dos tres… patsch-patsch-patsch-clap partner’s hands, 4 times 
Chocolate, chocolate-- clasp partner’s hands and pretend to stir a big pot of mole 
(a Mexican sauce that has cocoa in it), repeating “chocolate, chocolate” and 
getting faster. Alternate movement (requires a lot of space), standing and facing 
partner, grab hands, keep arms straight, lean back and begin spinning around. Best 
to only let one couple do this at a time, in the center of a large circle. 

Creativity: Divide class into 8 groups, each group will be assigned one measure of 
“Bate, bate” to add pitch to (Mi So La) and be able to sing for the teacher. Each group 
will, using themselves, plot out their melody on the treble clef staff on Dr. Patti’s 
Marvelous Music Carpet for the class to sing with solfege, then with words. Once every 
group has gone, put it all together. Teacher may need to write it out on a 
whiteboard/chalkboard. 

Closure: Students will describe with a friend, what they learned today. Students will line up 
to a recording of a popular, upbeat mariachi song, “El son de la negra.” Possible video 
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKEm19lMjuQ 
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 31: Juba

Focus: Students enter room to "In a Persian Market," by Albert W. Ketelbey.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Ede2QMi5JM
First listening: Students move creatively according to the music with scarves. (There
is no need to listen to the whole piece.)
Second listening: Students march across the top (eighth notes) and the bottom (quarter
notes) of Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet. They march on the eighth notes and
quarter notes only, performing them accurately while stepping. (There is no need to
listen to the whole piece at this point.)
Programmatic: Students do movement according to the attached program.

Rhythm focus: Teacher is playing the following rhythm on a percussion
instrument:

Students are instructed to perform the rhythm with some sort of body movement.
Teacher encourages them to be creative in their choices, for example, nodding head,
flapping arms, etc. Something besides simply stepping the beat.
Third listening:

A section--32 beats--(piano, Allegretto con moto)--Tiptoes ("sneaking") on eighth
notes in circle for 16 beats holding scarves to one side. Circle opposite direction
for 16 beats, scarf on opposite side.

A' section--32 beats--(forte) Circle on eighth notes, standing taller, holding scarves
over head, 16 beats; 16 beats switch hands with scarf, circle opposite direction.

B section--(Chanting) 32 beats--Students step out quarter notes with force, while
waving scarves up and down to the beat to the inside of the circle. Second 16
beats--students step out quarter notes in opposite direction waving scarves to
the outside.

Repeat forte.
C section (Meno mosso) Students hold on to the scarves of others in the circle and

circle both ways according to the form according to the quarter note.
C' (forte) Creative movement to end up back in the circle by the end of the section.
D Students step (independently) to the following rhythmic pattern:

Solfege review: So, Mi, and La
Six (or so) students at a time on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet. One student on
the solfege hopscotch; 2 or 3 on the staff; one on the keyboard.

1. Teacher (or student) plays 4-note combinations of "So, Mi, and La" on an Orff
instrument.
2. The class sings the pattern out loud with handsigns,
3. Students on the rug step out the pattern on their respective spots.
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Procedure: Teacher asks students, "Who can tap the rhythm pattern you performed
when you first came into the classroom today?"

Teacher says the words of the song, one line at a time. Students echo, tapping the
rhythm in their hands. Teacher asks, "Which of the lines are the same as the rhythm
you performed when you came into class today?"
Answer: All of them.

Teacher points out the notes on the music and asks who can read the first phrase.
"So - So - La - La - So - So - Mi"

Then the second. "Is the second phrase the same or different from the first?"
Answer: The same
Teacher: So what are we going to call the first two phrases?
Answer: AA
Then the third.
Teacher: Is the third phrase the same or different from the first two?
Answer: The same
Teacher: So what shall we call it?
Answer: A

Teacher: What about the fourth phrase? Is it the same or different from the others?
Answer: Different
Teacher: So what is the form of our song?
Answer: AAAB

Orff Accompaniment: AM

BX

Guiro
Drum

Focus song: "Juba"
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Performance:
Students sing "Juba" with Orff accompaniment.
Dance: Students stand in a circle and turn to the side to find a parter.

First 3 phrases:
On the "So"s, students clap their hands,
On the "La"s, students clap their partner's hands
On the "Mi"s, students patsch their thighs.

Last phrase:
Students hold hands with their partners and turn around one time, then jump
around and face the opposite direction so that they are facing a new partner.

Instrument playing: Students point to notes on paper xylophones while they sing the
solfege for each phrase. Teacher observes, and when students are accurately
pointing to the correct notes, they are allowed to play on Orff/keyboard instruments,

Perform: Intro: 2 measures of accompaniment
A Sing with accompaniment
Interlude: 2 measures of accompaniment
B Sing and play
Interlude: 2 measures of accompaniment
A' Some students sing; some students play multiple times until dancers come back

to their original partners.

Closing: Students line up to "In a Persian Market," performing the rhythm of Juba in a
creative manner.
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Music Magic--First Grade 
Lesson 32:  May Day

Focus:   Students enter room to lively Irish music.  For example, 
            https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CaLi7pN0Y2E
            Students walk around the circle on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet to the 
            steady beat, changing directions after 16 beats (2 X 8 beats).   
            Then in to the middle of the circle four steps, turn for 4 beats, out for four steps,

turn for four beats.  Repeat as often as desired.
            Add creative scarf and/or ribbon movement to the dance.

    Ribbon dance (without pole):  Students hold to the end of their neighbor's ribbon in a
            circle.  
            16 beats clockwise
            16 beats counterclockwise
            8 steps into circle, arms up, ribbons going slack.
            8 (small) steps out of the circle until ribbons are taut (but not so taut that they lose 

hold of them)
            Students take 4 steps into the circle and then, without letting go of the ribbons, 

turn clockwise for 4 beats letting the ribbon wind up around their waists.
            Then they turn counterclockwise for 4 beats, unwinding as it were, and take 4    

steps out of the circle.  Repeat the sequence as many times as desired.

        Maypole dance:  Create a "Maypole" out of PVC pipe with long ribbons attached.
            Teacher or student may hold up the maypole.  
            Students in the circle take hold of the ribbons.
            Students step around the pole clockwise for 16 counts, then counterclockwise.
            Every other student steps back while his neighbor steps toward the pole.  The 

"outside" students hold their ribbons high.  The "inside" students walk clockwise
under the arms and ribbons of the "outside students, 8 beats.  Then they turn and
walk back to where they started.  Then they become "outside" people, while the 
ones who were outside step inside and make the same moves, except in a 
counterclockwise direction, 8 beats.  Then they return to their places.

            With the original outside students outside, and the inside students inside.  The "out-
                side" students walk 8 beats in a counterclockwise direction with arms raised and 

ribbons up, while, at the same time, the "inside" students walk 8 beats in a 
clockwise direction.  Then they turn and return to their places 8 beats.  

            (This one is tricky.)  "Outside" and "inside" students face each other, ribbons up.
"Outside" take a step toward the "inside" students and toward the outside of the
circle (to their left).  "Inside" students take a step toward the "outside" students
and to the inside (to their left).  Then they pass their neighbor by taking a step 
back to the circle (white line on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet) and are 
facing a new student.  Then the "outside students" step toward their new partners
to the inside, while the "inside students" step outside toward their new partners.
Then they step back to the white line, passing the new partner.  In the meantime
the ribbons will become "woven."  
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            Continue in this manner for 16 beats:
"Outside" students:  Step outside, feet together (2 beats)

Step to white line, feet together,
Step inside, feet together
Step to white line, feet together. Etc.

"Inside" students:  Step inside, feet together (2 beats)
Step to white line, feet together,
Step outside, feet together

               Step to white line, feet together. Etc.
            After 16 beats, stop, turn, put ribbons in other hand, and repeat the same patterns

in the opposite direction.  Hopefully they will arrive back in their original 
locations with ribbons unwoven.

            

Orff Accompaniment: AM

BX

  Tam
Drum

Solfege review:  Do 
        Teacher reviews "Do."  Teacher plays notes "So, Mi, La, and Do" on recorder or 
        Orff instrument and instructs selected students to find the note (s)he is playing on 
        the solfege hopscotch on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet.  While one student is 
        hopping out the notes, the rest of the class are signing and singing them.

Focus Song:  "May Day"

A section:

B section:

AX

SX
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Procedure:  Students write the rhythm of the words as teacher says them.  They tap the rhythm in 
        their palms and then "write" them with Dr. Patti's Reproducible Rhythm Cards.

        Teacher:  Who can sign for me the notes of the first measure?  Second measure?  Etc.
        Are the notes in the first measure the same or different from the second?
        A:  Different
        Teacher:  What are we going to call the first measure? 
        A:  A
        Teacher:  What are we going to call the second meaure?
        A:  B
        Teacher:  What about the third and fourth measures?  Are they the same?  
        A:  Yes
        Teacher:  Are they the same as the first or second?  
        A:  No
        Teacher:  So what will we call the third and fourth measures?
        A:  C
        Teacher:  So the form of our song is (waiting for students to say it also):  ABCC
        And then we sing AB again.

    Teacher instructs students to point to notes on their cardstock xylophones while singing thei 
        solfege, one section at time.  First AB, then CC.  When students can point to the notes 
        accurately and in rhythm, they may play the song on Orff instruments (or piano).

Performance:
        Introduction:  2 measures A section accompaniment
        A   Sing song with accompaniment.
        Interlude:  2 measures A section accompaniment
        B   Play song with creative movement with ribbons or Maypole.
        Interlude:  2 measures A section accompaniment
        C   Sing and play with accompaniment.

Closing: Students line up to the Irish music, doing creative movement with ribbons, leaving
        them in the box by the door as they exit.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 33:  Yo, Ho, Mexico!

Focus:   Students enter room to "La Raspa," and move creatively around the room, stepping
    a steady beat.
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=edUxc_LaJ1E&list=PLoiJeasaLhgQ
        ZuhDR0jqtVuJvgoy9DVXy

    Students find a partner and face him/her.
    A Section:  Hands on hips, students jump 3 times (with the music) landing with one 
        heel forward--first the left, then the right, then the left, etc.  After each set of 3 jumps, 
        students clap twice.  
    B Section:  Lock arms and circle 8 beats; then in opposite direction.  Repeat.
    A Section:  Repeat

    Ribbon (or scarf) movement:  In circle
        A Section:  Down-up movement of ribbons on the ascending fourths (3 times)

Turn and all the way around holding ribbon out to side so that it streams with
the turn.

Down-up movement of ribbons on the ascending thirds (3 times)
Turn all the way around in the opposite direction.

Repeat

        B Section:  Creative movement and ribbon work, ending back in spot when the A section
returns.

        Repeat A Section

Focus Song:  "Yo, Ho, Mexico"
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Orff Accompaniment:

AM

BX

       WB
Maracas

A section:

B section:

AX

SX

 FC
WB
Tam

Procedure:    Students derive the rhythm from the words, and write each phrase (measure)
        with Reproducible Rhythm Cards after tapping the words into the palms of their hands.

        Teacher points to the projected song and asks students to sing the notes (solfege) one 
        measure at a time.  Then two measures at a time.  Then through the whole A section,
        as teacher points to each note.

        Repeat for B section.

        Accompaniment: Teacher teaches accompaniment through word patterns.  Using the 
        repeated word "Mexico," teacher instructs students to patsch left thigh on first 
        syllable ("Mex..."), patsch right thing on second syllable, ("...i..."), and clap on the 
        third syllable ("...co.")  Teacher selects student(s) to play the BX part on "Mexi.." and
        the AM part on the last syllable "...co."  "Mexico, Mexico." Or "Ti-ti ta, ti-ti ta."

        For the B section, students chant "Yo ho" to get the rhythm for the AX part, followed 
        by "Mexico" for the SX part.  The sentence "I want to go there," can provide a basis
        for the percussion accompaniment in Section B.

        Students repeat the words out loud at first, then silently when they perform the piece.

Yo,  ho,   Yo,  ho,   etc.

Mexico

I                go 

Mexi-    Mexi-

-co           -co

Yo         Mexico, etc.

want to      there
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Creativity:  In 3 teams, students to develop a dance based upon the form of the song:
            A A B, where the movement in the B section is definitely contrasting.  Each team
            develops 8 measures of movement, which is repeated.

Performance:  
            Intro:  2 measures A Section accompaniment
            A  Sing song with accompaniment
            Interlude:  2 measures A Section accompaniment
            B  Sing song with accompaniment and creative dance.

Closing:  "What will you teach your parents tonight from music class?"
         Students line up to "La Raspa," and march around room to a steady beat (with claps)
        before exiting.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 34:  "Fireflies"

Focus:   Students do a "follow the leader" march to "Colonel Bogey March," keeping the 
        steady beat with their feet.
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzIK4La9NvM

        Room is set up with all kinds of rhythm instruments in a circle, enough for each student
        to have one.  In front of each instrument is a rhythm pattern (see attached).  

        First round:  Students stand in front of their instruments and tap out their rhythms with
        body percussion--tapping or clapping or patsching or clicking, etc., repeating each 
        pattern twice (8 beats total).  Then they march for eight beats to the next rhythm card
        and perform it twice--for the next 8 beats.  Then they march to the next rhythm card, 
        etc., until the end of the march.

Summary:  8 beats--Perform rhythm pattern twice
8 beats--March around circle to next rhythm card
8 beats--Perform the next rhythm pattern twice
 8 beats--March to next rhythm card, until the end of the piece.

        Second round:  Same as first round, but this time students will pick up the rhythm 
        instrument in front of them and play the rhythm on it instead of on body percussion.

Summary:  8 beats--Perform rhythm pattern twice on rhythm instrument
8 beats--March around circle to next rhythm card
8 beats--Perform the next rhythm on the next rhythm instrument
 8 beats--March to next rhythm card, until the end of the piece.

        Creativity:  In 6 teams, students create their own 4-beat rhythm patterns using Dr. Patti's
        Reproducible Rhythm cards.  They also create an innovative body percussion on which 
        to perform it.  Everyone sits in a circle, teams sitting together.  This time, while listening 
        to the march, each team plays its original rhythm pattern with its unique body percussion,
        round robin, repeated twice (8 beats).  First team 1, then team 2, etc.  While each team is
        performing its rhythm, the rest of the class keeps a steady beat by tapping their fingertips
        on their thighs.  

        Dynamics:  Teacher (or a student) holds up piano or forte cards and each team performs 
        its rhythm at the dynamic level that is specified.

Solfege review:  Teacher steps out patterns of "So, Mi, and La" on the solfege hopscotch on 
        Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet, and students handsign, then sing with handsigns.

        Teacher plays or sings patterns of "So, Mi, and La." Selected students hop out the 
        patterns on the solfege hopscotch, staff, and/or keyboard.  Teacher allows selected 
        students to perform melodic patterns of "So, Mi, and La"for other students to step out
        on the carpet.
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Composing:  "Fireflies"  

See the little fireflies,
Dancing in the summer night. 
Lovely, dancing fireflies,
All aglow with golden light.        

Procedure: 
    Class is divided into four teams.  Each team will take one line of the following poem 
    and:  1  Determine the rhythm of the words.

2. Create a melody for it using only So, Mi, and La using the solfege cube, if
desired.

    Teams come back together and sit in the circle.  Each team performs its melody for the
    rest of the class; the rest of the class echoes.  Continue around the circle until all four 
    lines are sung, echoed, and learned.

    Improvisation:  Teacher selects students to improvise an accompaniment on the Orff
    instruments, set up in D, F, or G pentatonic (as teacher desires).

Performance:
    Intro:  2 measures improvised accompaniment
    A  Sing song, each line round robin, one team at a time.
    Interlude:  2 measures improvised accompaniment
    B  Pseudo canon:  Team 1 sings its line, and keeps repeating it as the other teams are 
    added one at a time.  Teacher eliminates one team at a time, beginning with team 1, so
    that at the end only team 4 is singing the final time.
    Coda:  2 measures improvised accompaniment ending on a final chord.

Closing:  Students keep a steady beat, and, round robin, tell what they learned in 
    music class to the beat.

    Students line up to "Colonel Bogey March," and, if desired, "perform" the "whistling"
    part on kazoos as they march around the room and line up, leaving their kazoos in 
    a box by the door.
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 35: "Down by the Bay"

Focus: Students listen to (watch) "Under the Sea."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC_mV1IpjWA

Students find their own spaces and do a "fish dance" to the music. Teacher tells
students to change their dances when the music changes (i.e., for the B and C sections),
and they should do the same movement as for each section as it repeats.

Form: A B A B C B (instrumental) B (key change) Coda

Creativity: In 3 teams, students create their own dances for each section of music.
the "A-team" will dance every time the A section is heard; the "B team" will dance
during the B section, the "C team" will dance during the C section, and everyone
dances during the Coda.

Composing: "The Beach"

Wiggling sand between my toes
As I shuffle down the beach;
Little waves play hide and seek,
Always just out of my reach.

Procedure:
Class is divided into four teams. Each team will take one line of the following poem
and: 1 Determine the rhythm of the words.

2. Create a melody for it using only So, Mi, and La using the solfege cube, if
desired.

Teams come back together and sit in the circle. Each team performs its melody for the
rest of the class; the rest of the class echoes. Continue around the circle until all four
lines are sung, echoed, and learned.

Improvisation: Teacher selects students to improvise an accompaniment on the Orff
instruments, set up in D, F, or G pentatonic (as teacher desires).

Performance:
Intro: 2 measures improvised accompaniment
A Sing song, each line round robin, one team at a time.
Interlude: 2 measures improvised accompaniment
B Pseudo canon: Team 1 sings its line, and keeps repeating it as the other teams are
added one at a time. Teacher eliminates one team at a time, beginning with team 1, so
that at the end only team 4 is singing the final time.
Coda: 2 measures improvised accompaniment ending on a final chord.
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Song: "Down by the Bay"

2. Did you ever see a fish making a wish?
3. Did you ever see a clam eating a ham?
4. Did you ever see a goat sailing a boat?
5. Did you ever see a snail chasing his tail?

B:

A:

Spoken:

Incredulously

A:

( )
WB

Slide whistle

SX
AX

BX

SM

B:
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Procedure: "Down by the Bay" is an echo song. Teacher sings each phrase; students
echo, except for the B section which is sung in unison.

Solo singing: Teacher selects or asks students to volunteer to sing the lead with the rest of
the class echoing.

Creativity: Students create their own words for the B section. For example, "Did you ever
see a loon singing a tune?"

Extension: Perform as a progressive song. For example, on the repetitions, the new words
are sung, followed by the rest in reverse order.

Did you ever see a loon singing a tune?
Did you ever see a snail chasing his tail?
Did you ever see a goat sailing a boat?
Did you ever see a clam eating some jam?
Did you ever see a fish making a wish?
Did you ever see a frog walking his dog?
Down by the bay.

Closing: Students sing to their teacher (S, M, L) what they learned in music class today,
and line up doing a "fish dance" to "Under the Sea."
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Music Magic--First Grade
Lesson 36:  "What Will You Do This Summer?"

Focus:   Introduction to the Recorder

        Students enter to "Summer Samba," genre jazz.
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5Rnv6penvo
        First listening, students do creative movement while listening.
        Second listening, students identify the instruments:

1. Recorder
2. Flute
3. Clarinet
4. Tenor Saxophone
5. Trumpet

        More jazz recorder:
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sh0z3viKc6U

        Teacher:  Next year, you will be able to start playing the recorder.

Focus Song:  "What Will You Do This Summer?"

Solo:                                         Response:

Orff Accompaniment:

A Section:

B Section:

SM

BX

BX/SX



Grade 1 Lesson 36
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Procedure:  Teacher teaches rhythm.  Students echo tap the rhythm in their palms, and then
        "write" it with Reproducible Rhythm cards.  

        Teacher teaches melody with students echoing each phrase on solfege and with
        handsigns, one phrase at a time.  After each phrase, teacher asks for student volunteers 
        to step the melody on Dr. Patti's Marvelous Music Carpet--on the solfege hopscotch,
        on the staff, or on the keyboard.

Performance: 
        Students are seated in a circle, keeping a silent steady beat with their bodies.
        Intro:  2 measures A section accompaniment
        A Sing the A section with accompaniment.
        Interlude:  2 measures A section accompaniment
        B  Sing the B section, solo and response, students inventing their own answers, 
            continuing for the first four students in the circle.
        Interlude:  2 measures A section accompaniment
        A  Sing the A section with accompaniment
        Interlude:  2 measures A section accompaniment
        B  Next four students, solo and response...
        Interlude:  2 measures A section accompaniment
        Continue to the end of the circle.
        A  Sing the A section with accompaniment
        Coda:  2 measures A section accompaniment, followed by one last chord.        

    Extension:  If there is extra time, the students may play their solos and responses on 
        xylophones or other keyboard instruments.

Closing:  Teacher changes the song to, "What did I learn in music?" and students sing what
        they learned in music class this year.

        Students line up and exit to "Summertime, Summertime."
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1zEkYPNM9k




